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is enough!'' cried the King Pin of the camp, dropping upo~ his _knees; ''d·o·n •t
more. young feller! You're a r.egular sizzier, you are! An' rn apologize."
Wild stood still before hini; the smoking r~v.o lver fo .his haµd ..
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S SIX .SHOTS
ANL

THE CHANGE THEY MADE AT DEAD MAN'S MARK
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
THE RACE.

"Gentlemen, I will wager a thousand dollars that I have
got the fastest horse west of the Mississippi and that I can
ride him in a five-mile race and beat any man living!"
The speaker was a dashing-looking man of thirty-five.
His athletic form was attired in a fancy riding-suit that
was half Mexican, half cowboy style, and the belt around
his waist fairly bristled with weapons.
His face was dark and rather handsome, though his mouth
could not ' be seen, owing to the drooping brown mustache
'that hung over it.
He was standing in front of the bar of a rather fancy
saloon in the mining town of Spondulicks, a place of considerable note in the Black Hills, a few years ago, and as
he uttered the sweeping challenge he looked at those standing about him with an air of defiance.
It was a motley crowd that had gathered at the saloon.
There were miners, cowboys, halfbreed Indians, thieves and
thugs of all sorts and one or two men bearing the uniform
of Uncle Sam's boys in blue.
There were probably twenty-three, all told, and the dashing-looking man was the center of the group.
"Set 'em up again, landlord!" he cried. "No flies ever
light on me; I'm as good as they make them, and when I've
got more money than I know what to do with I generally
let it fly to make somebody else feel happy. Give the boys
just what they want and keep, the change!"
A twenty-dollar goldpiece jingled as it struck the counter,
and then the man in charge gave an extra roll to his shirtsleeves and got a hustle on himself.
The drinks were put out :.tnd then, picking up his glass,
the stranger held it above his head and exclaimed:
"Here's health, wealth and prosperity to us all!"
The toast was drank with hearty good-will.
"Good for you, stranger! You're ther right stuff!" cried
one of the cowboys present.
"Hooray!" yelled another.
Then all hands broke into a cheer.
The dashing-looking stranger smiled in a pleased way.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I always made it a point when I
come into a strange place to issue a challenge for someone
to ride a race with me for a thousand dollars. It is a way
I have got, so don't think anything of it, please."
At this juncture the door opened and in came three horsemen who were quite as dashing in appearance as the stranger
was.
Two of them were nothing more than boys, since they
had not yet attained their majority, and one of them was
a tall, sinewy man of perhaps thirty.
l'hey were attired in neat-fitting hunting-suits of buck-

skin, trimmed with red fringe and wore the regulation belts
of a scout, containing a brace of six-shooters and a huntingknife.
Fancy light-colored sombreros rested well back on theiI
heads, giving them a rather reckless and jaunty air.
The stranger cast a careless glance at them and then took
off his Mexican hat and repeated:
"Gentlemen, I will wager a thousand dollars that I have
got the fastest horse west of the Mississippi and that I
can ride him in a five-mile race and beat any man living!"
"My friend, do you mean that, or are you only putting
up a bluff?"
It was one of the newcomers who stepped forward and
asked the question.
He pushed back the flowing chestnut locks that hung ove1
his shoulders and turned his handsome dark eyes upon the
face of the man who stood looking at him as though he could
hardly believe his senses.
"Do I mean it!" he exclaimed, when he could find words
to speak. "I guess I do, young fellow. I never made a
bluff in my life."
"Oh, well, I will accept your challenge, then. I have a
sorrel stallion outside that has never met his match yet,
and if you can beat me in a five-mile race you are a good
one."
That the boy was not a stranger in the place was evident
by the looks of the saloonkeeper and some of the men in
the crowd.
"Now you'll see a race what is a race," one of them remarked to his neighbor. "Ther sorrel stallion is a wonder,
an' I know it."
"Well, I think just enough that way to put some money
up on it," retorted the other.
"You say if I can beat you in a five-mile race I will be
a good one, eh? Well, put up your money! There's mine!"
and the stranger placed two five-hundred-dollar bills on the
•
b~
"There you are!"
, The boy covered the money almost instantly.
Then they looked at each other in silence for a moment.
"The landlord will hold the stakes, I suppose?" said the
boy.
"Yes, he suits me."
"Good! Take it, landlord. Now, then, are y·o u ready to
race?"
"I am always ready when I make a challenge."
"And I am always ready when I accept one."
"What is your naipe, young fellow, if I may ask?"
"Young Wild West," was the reply. "What's yours?"
"Oh!" and the stran~er gave a little start. "I am called
Reclc~ess Rod, and I hall from Yuma City." ·
"Yuma City, eh? That is a good ways from here.'
"Yes, quite a distance. ll'--¥e» been there?"

"Yes, once or twice."
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Again the man gave a start.
"It seems to me that I have hea:-d of you, Young Wild
,vest," he ventured to say.
"Is that so? I hope nothing bad."
"Oh, no!" and Reckless Rod smiled faintly.
"Well, let us have the race. It is just two and a half
miles from the corner out here to the first culvert unde1
the railroad track. It is a level road, so we can ride out
there and back to make the five miles, if you don't object."
"I don't object. It makes no difference to me what the
distance is, come right down 'to it. But say!"
"What is it?"
"You are the young fellow who has a way of taming bad
men and running things your own way when you take a
notion, are you not?"
"Well, I don't know about that exactly. I have tamed a
few men in my time, though."
"That's what I thought when I heard your name. Ever
been to Dead Man's Mark?"
•
·
"No, where is it?" and Young Wild West looked at him
curiously.
"It's a new mining camp just below here about thirty
miles. I heard it said yesterday that there was the toughest lot of men that ever got together in that camp. The
place was only named a week ago, and there has been seven
shot since that time. It was named Dead Man's Mark because a miner was killed by a bullet while climbing a tree
to put a rope over a limb to hang a fellow. When he came
down his dea d body struck the soft ground and left a mark
there. When he was picked up his mark was there, so someone suggested that the camp should be namell Dead Man's
Mark. The rest caught right onto the idea, so Dead Man's
Mark it is, and it is the hottest camp in the Black Hills,
I'll bet!"
"Ah! I wouldn't mind seeing what sort of a place it is."
"I thought you would be interested when you heard about
it. But let us have the race now, and then we will see who
really has the best horse."
Young Wild West followed him from the saloon and the
crowd came along.
The two who had entered the place with Young Wild
West were his partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the famous government scout, and Jim Dart, a· boy who had been born
and reared in the wild West.
Cheyenne Charlie was a typical scout, his hair being black
and hanging down over his shoulders and his whole makeup
that of a fighter.
He twisted his heavy black mustache and smiled confidently to Jim as they went .out.
"I reckon Spitfire has got to go to beat that black, but
he'll do it, all the same," he observed.
Spitfire was the name Young Wild West had given '~o
his handsome sorrel after he had tamed him and broke him.
to the saddle from a wild horse of the plains.
He was surely a magnificent specimen of horseflesh and
looked as though he could cut an awful pace when the occasion required it.
But the black horse owned by the man who called himself
Reckless Rod was a fine-looking animal, too.
He was clean-limbed, big and powerful, and there was no
question but that he was a ~teed with plenty of endurance.
"Someone will please 1·ide to the turning point and stay
there till we come up," said Young Wild West.
"Why, you don't think I would do any skinning, do you?"
asked Reckless Rod.
"Oh, no! But it is rulable to have a man stationed where
there is a turn."
•
"Well, you name the man, then."
A cowboy volunteered his services, and he being agreeable
to them, promptly rode off.
"We will give the man time to get there and then we will
mount, and when the landlord fires a revolver-shot we will
light out for all we are worth," said Reckless Rod, as he
patted the black on the neck.
"Very well," answered Wild, and then he mounted and
rode out into the center of the street.
By this time probably .fifty men and boys were there to
see what was going on.
~
The crowd in front of the saloon had attracted the attention of those in sight, and when it got out that there was
going to be a race for a thousand dollars they were eager
to witness it.
As the cowboy disappeared in a cloud of dust, Reckless

Rod got on his horse and rode out to the side of Young
Wild West.
"Say when you're ready!" called out the saloonkeeper,
stepping up, revolver in hand.
Wild looked at Reckless Rod, who had a tight rein on
his steed.
He nodded, and as Wild was ready he called out:
"All right!"
Crack!
The pistol went off in less than a second later and away
the horses bounded.
Those who had horses there started after them to witness
as much as they could of the race.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart remained at the finish
line.
They both felt confident that the sorrel stallion would
not be beaten, but they were just a little anxious, for all
that.
·young Wild West had ridden in more than one race.
Some of them had been races for his life.
Now he was riding to win or lose a thousand dollars.
It was a big sum, but not so very large to him, since he
was a wealthy young mine owner.
He had been nicknamed the Prince of the Saddle, and held
the undisputed title of the Champion Deadshot of the West.
He certainly looked to be a "prince of the saddle" as his
horse got down to a steady lope and kept just about a yard
behind the black.
Reckless Rod showed that he was a fine rider, but he was
not graceful.
So easy did he ride and so well ·was he in touch with every
movement of his horse that Young Wild West almost seemed
to be part of the animal.
Neither rider was putting his steed to the best it could
do.
THey were waiting for the finish.
The black turned the half-way mark nearly a length ahead
of the sorrel.
But that did not count for anything, as both horses could
have made the distance in quicker time.
It was not until they lacked about a quarter of a mile
to> the finish that the horses got down to real work.
Reckless Rod let his horse· go a little faster and Wild
followed suit.
A little faster still, but the sorrel never lost his position.
Both were going a t a rattling pace now and the waiting
crowd let out a yell of encouragement.
Fifty yards from the finish Young Wild West spoke to
his noble steed, and with a mighty leap he forged ahead.
The black tried to catch him, but it was in vain.
"Young Wild West wins!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, waving
his hat.
CHAPTER II.
WILD WHIPS THE DEFEATED HORSEMAN AND MAKES ANOTHER
BET.

Cheyenne Charlie told the truth when he said Young
Wild West won.
The sorrel stallion crossed the finish line over a length in
advance of the black horse, and then it was that a wild
cheer went up from the men and boys in the crowd.
The face of Reckless Rod was red with rage and mortification.
It was quite evident that he thought he was going to
win.
But when the time for the last spurt came his steed was
not in it with the sorrel.
The man had cooled down by the time he had walked his
horse back to the saloon after stopping him some fifty yards
the other side of the finish line.
Young Wild West wore the same good-natured, smiling
expression it had worn when he agreed to race Reckless Rod
for a thousand dollars.
"I was pretty certain I would beat you," he said, as
Reckless Rod came up. "Spitfire is a wonder."
"And down in Yuma I heard a man say that you were
a wonder. Young Wild West and his horse are both wonders, then."
"I reckon they are!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "What
do you say about that, Jim?"
"There were never truer words spoken," Dark answered.
The man looked at them rather curiously.
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"Well, I will let you have a try at me that way. Peel off
"You are Young Wild West's partners, I take it," he obyour coat! I know you won't be satisfied untU you have
served.
some sort of a setto with me. It is galling to you because
"I reckon that's what we are," answered the scout.
your horse got beaten. You really thought you had the
"I thought so at the start. You live in Weston?"
fastest horse in this part of the country, and it makes you
"Yes."
good
"Well, I am Reckless Rod, and I hail from Yuma City! mad to find that you haven't. If it will do you any
Give us all something to wet · our throats with!" cried the to get a good thrashing before this crowd I'll accommodate
you."
man, coming back to his reckless way.
Reckless Rod did not hesitate to take off his coat and
"All right," replied the saloonkeeper. "I reckon I'd betremove the we,tpons from his belt.
ter give Young Wild West ther money, too, hadn't I?"
The crowd fell back so there was room enough in the
"Of course, you lazy lan<;l-crab! What are you so slow
about it for? Do you want me to hurry you a little? If center of the bar-room for them to get at it. fight taking
The landlord was not a bit opposed to the
you do I will singe the ends of your mustache with hot
place there.
lead, and that might make you get a move on you."
Fi~hts were common, everyday affairs there, anyhow,
Young Wild West understood the man quite w~ll.
•
He felt very sore at having lost the race, and though he and 1t was often that a man got shot in his place.
He rather enjoyed it than otherwise, . for he was person ..
was doing his best not to show it, he could not help it.
He was getting a little reckless and ugly, too, and the boy ally acquainted with Young Wild West and knew all about
was satisfied that there would be trouble before it was over. him.
Reckless Rod was a stranger to him, and what he conBut he only smiled at his two partners and stepped up
sidered to be a bluffer.
and got the two thousand dollars.
Consequently his sympathies were all with Young Wild
"I don't believe in gambling," he remarked. "But betting
on a horse race is all right. I am always ready to back West.
mine for any amount, providing I ride him in the race."
~eckless ~od no l?nger tried to keep back his feelings.
"I'll give you a return match some time," retorted ReckI _am gom~ to give you_ the greatest thrashing you ever
less Rod. "I suppose you feel bigger than ever, now that had m your l!fe, Young Wild West!" he hissed. "You may
you've won that thousand of mine."
be a_ ~ool hand and all that, but you have got to take your
"I can't say as I do," and the boy turned and looked at med1cme, now that you have agreed to fight with nothing
him with a smile still playing about his lips. "I never else but your fists!"
did feel any bigger than I am, and there is no need to. I
"All rig:ht, Y?,U miserable hound!" retorted the boy, his
You have taken an awful dislike to me it
am not quite as big as you, but I am plenty big enough."
eyes flashmg.
'
"For what?" and the eyes of Reckless Rod showed signs seems. Now, look out for yourself!"
·
of mischief.
Wild handed his belt to Jim Dart as he spoke.
The two now stood facing each other.
"Anything! I am big enough for anything that comes
along."
. Reckless Rod was almost purple with rage, as he allowed
his temper to have full vent_
The man bit his lips to check his emotion.
"By that I would take it that you consider yourself big
But the calm smile had not left the lips of Young Wild
West.
enough to handle me," he said.
"If you take it that way I can't help it," was the cool
"Are you ready?" he asked in a calm and steady voice.
•
reply.
"Yes, you--"
"But did you mean it that way?"
man threw out his left hand and then struck
infuriated
The
"See here, Reckless Rod!" an'd there was a dangerous a savage blow at Wild's face with his right.
glint in the dark eyes of the dashing young Prince of the
But it did not reach!
Saddle, "it seems to me that you are trying to pick a muss
Wild was well up in the game of fisticuffs though he
thousand
a
:klr
ride
to
challenge
with me. I accepted your
never fought unless it was absolutely necessa;y.
you
beat
can
I
square.
and
fair
dollars, and I beat you
His opponent was bigger and heavier than he but that
again-and as many times as you will ride a race with me, made not a particle of difference.
'
know
I
and
yours
than
horse
because my horse is a swifter
. As Reckless Rod m~ssed hitting him, our hero swung with
gentlea
were
you
thought
how to ride him to victory. I
his left and caught him on the end of the chin.
man and would take your defeat like one. But I see I am
His head flew up and he involuntarily threw up his hands
meabout
heard
have
mistaken. Now, .then, you say you
to shield his face .
me?"
about
.do you want to feel something
Spat!
A hush came over the crowd in the saloon as Wild began
Biff!
to speak, and when he finished for the space of a second a
Wild let a right and left go in quick succession taking
pin could have been heard drop.
'
·
his weight with the blows.
All eyes were turned upon Reckless Rod now.
chin and the
the
under
adversary
his
caught
right
The
What would he do ?
landed in the pit of his stomach.
That was the question those of the men who were ac- left
Down he went in a heap.
quainted with Young Wild West and his ways asked themA murmur of admiration went up from the bystanders.
selves.
It was the neatest knockdown they had witnessed in a
"You're what I call a pretty cool hand, Young Wild long
time.
West!" the defeated horseman said slowly, breaking the
Reckless Rod did not get up right away.
silence. "I can't say that I do want any trouble with you.
exclaimed our hero. "If you are going to fight
I begin to believe that you are all you are cracked up to be." get"Come!"
up and let yourself go!"
",A.h! If you thought I wasn't you would like to try a
"I-I'm done!" was the gasping reply. "I don't want to
turn with me, I suppose?" and Wild laughed. "Well, I'll
tell you, Reckless Rod! Any time you feel like trying me fight."
"Oh, all right. You are satisfied, then, I suppose?"
out just say the word. It makes no \iifference to me whether
"Yes. I am satisfied; I am not a hog, therefore I know
it is racing horses, shooting with rifles or revolvers, or fight- when
I have got enough."
ing a duel with bowie knives. Yon will always find me
Then Young Wild West stepped forward and helped the
ready and willing. But let me tell you one thing! If you
have a grudge against me and try to get square in a sneaky · man to his feet.
"Go it a little easier the next -ii.me, my friend," he reor underhand way you'll make a bad mistake! You will get
marked. "You will find it a good way to get along in this
shot as dead as a mackerel!"
,
world to never look for trouble. Don't envy your neighbor,
The horseman winced at this remark.
He was not a coward by any means, but he certainly was and if you know that somebody else has g.ot a faster horse
about
afraid of the handsome, dashing young fellow with the than you have take· it philosophically. Don't get mad lot
of
it. I'm only a boy, to be sure, but I can give a whole
flowing chestnut hair.
myself."
it
say
do
I
if
advice,
good
said
he
West,
Wild
"I know you can outride me, Young
"I guess you can," was the retort, as the dark-faced
slowly, "and I believe you could outshoot me. But I doubt
horseman leaned against the bar. "I'm going to take your
very much if you could whip me in a standup fight."
land"You mean with the weapons nature has provided us advice-some of it, anyhow. Giv.e me some whisky.
me."
with, I suppose?" Wild answered, acting as though he was lord. That blow in the stomach completely upset 11wallowed
The drink was given to him, and when he had
merely having a pleasant chat.
it he put out his hand.
"Yes."

.,,
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"Shake, Young Wild West!" he exclaimed. "Let's call it
square."
"All right!" and the two shook hands.
But Wild could tell quite easily that the man was not
sincere in his actions.
He was one of the vindictive sort, and our hero knew it.
All that he needed was a little watching, though.
"Now, then, landlord," said Wild, turning to the man behind the bar, "let us have some of the very best cigars you
have in the house. Everybody will smoke, I guess."
Sure enough every man there signified his willingness to
take a cigar instead of the liquor that was sold in the place.
Those acquainted with Wild knew that he never drank
anything strong, and when he suggested that everyone
would smoke they thought he would not like it if they
drank.
"Now, then, gentlemen, we will bid you good afternoon!
We just stopped in to get a smoke on our way home, and
we have been here longer than we intended to stop."
As the young Prince of the Saddle said this he put on
his coat and started for the door, his two partners following him.
"One minute, please!" called out Reckless Rod.
"What is it?"
"I want to tell you that you are the second fellow who
ever got the best of me, Young Wild West."
"Is that so? Who is the first one, if I am not too in·
quisitive?"
"Certainly you are not too inquisitive. It happened only
yesterday over in Dead Man's Mark. Red Babcock, the King
Pin of the Camp, is the fellow who got the best of me, and
I would not be afraid to bet a thousand that he'll get the
best of you in any shape or form."
"If you really can afford to lose another thousand I'll
take the bet."
"Oh, I can afford to lose it, all right. But I have got
an idea that I won't, though. You will remember that I told
you that Dead Man's Mark had the toughest lot of men in
it that· I ever saw."
"I remember it."
"Well, Red Babcock is the leader there. He is a regular
giant in stature, strong as an ox, quick as a flash and a
deadshot with a six-shooter."
"He is, eh? Well, to tell the truth, I am anxious to meet
him. Dead Man's Mark might be an awful tough place, but
I don't believe it would take more than six shots to make a
big change in it."
"Wait till you get there and you'll think different. If
you go there and start in to go against the methods they
have the chances are that you won't live more than twe nty
minutes."
Young Wild West laughed.
"I have an idea that I have been in places just as bad as
Dead Man's Mark, and I have always come out alive, too."
"Well, here is my money if you want to make the bet."
"Certainly! Here you go, landlord! There is the thousand
Spitfire won for me."
The money was put up.
"When is this going to take place?" Reckless Rod asked.
"Oh, we will go · over to Dead Man's Mark to-morrow
morning. I hear they want a stagecoach run there from
Weston, and if things look right to me I will try and get
one going." ·
"You will never get a stagecoach line going if you go
against the King Pin of the Camp."
"Wait and see."
Wild now went on out and mounted his horse.
When his partners got into the saddle they all started off
and soon left the town behind them.
It was late in the afternoon and they wanted to get to
Weston before sunset.
"What do you think about this here place they call Dead
Man's Mark?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as he got close to
the Prince of the Saddle.
· "Oh, I heard there was a tough camp over there, but I
didn't know the name they had given it. It is quite likely
that there is a very tough gang there. It must be the place
old man Murdock was talking about. He said they wanted
a stagecoach to run over there three times a week and bring
the letters that come for the miners there. It is the same
place, I have no doubt."
"Well, it hasn't a very nice name, anyhow," observed
Jim Dart.
"No. But a bad gang is liable to name a camp almost

anything that strik es them. If what Reckless Rod said
about the naming of the place is true, I suppose you can't
blame them."
The three were riding along at a pretty fast gait, and
when they had covered about six miles they heard the clatter of hoofs behind them.
They turned in the saddle and a moment later saw a horseman coming.
It was a coal black steed, and Young Wild West was not
an instant in recognizing it as the horse the sorrel had
beaten in the race.
"Gee! If that ain't Reckless Rod I'm a lame pmirie dog!"
exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
"That is just who it is," replied Wild. "He must have
made up his mind to come over to Weston."
They slowed down a little and the horseman soon overtook them.
. "After you had gone I made up my mind to ride over to
your town and see what sort of a place it is," said Reckless
Rod. "I don't suppose for an instant that you gentlemen
object."
"Most certainly not," Wild assm·ed him.
But it occurred to him that the man had more in view
than the mere coming over to have a look at the town.
He was going to keep a sharp watch on him, for he put
it' down that he was one of the treacherous kmd.
The four horsemen soon rode into Weston and Reckless
Rod left our three friends and went · for the biggest hotel in
the place.
CHAPTER III.
RECKLESS ROD DOES SOME TRICKS.

Young Wild West and his two partners had been over to
Spondulicks to do a little business at the bank there.
There was a bank in Weston, but they handled so much
money that they thought it advisable to deposit in more
than one.
They had been on their way home when they stopped in
the saloon and met the dark-faced horseman, as Wild had
remarked, and if it had not occurred to our hero that he
wanted to smoke just then, the race and what followed would
not have taken place.
Wild and Jim stopped at the house they lived in as
Reckless Rod left them and Cheyenne Charlie went on to
his residence.
It was supper-time, and as their Chinese cook had a good
meal waiting for them when they entered the neat little
cottage that rested on the hill near the office of the Wild
West Mining and Improvement Company, Wild and Jim had'
nothing to complain of.
They sat down and ate their supper, taking their time,
and then our hero suggested that they take a walk over to
the heart of the town.
Dart was, of course, willing to this.
They usually went out every evening after supper when ·
they were home in Weston, which was not so very often,
since they had a way of traveling around in all parts of the
West for business and pleasure combined.
Sometimes they called on their sweethearts and sometimes they visited the hotels and saloons to learn what was
going on.
Young Wild West was engaged to marry pretty Arietta
Murdock, the granddaughter of old man Murdock, the postmaster, and Jim was going to marry a pretty brunette
named Eloise Gardner when they were both old enough.
As the two boys walked along they got to talking about
their sweethearts.
"Do you know that Eloise is getting to be a crack shot
with a six-shooter?" ·Jim observed. "I have been doing
my best to teach her how to shoot for the past six months,
and it seems that she is now taking hold in the right way."
"I'm glad of that, Jim," was the reply. "A girl ought to
know how to shoot as well as a boy or man in these parts,
I can tell you! You never know just what time you have got
to defend yourself."
"That is so. Well, there is one thing about Arietta, she
never had to be taught how to shoot. It came to her natural, I guess."
"Yes, I guess it did. But she took it up from her grandfather after her father and mother were killed by the Sioux
over in Wyoming near the State line. Arietta is a fine shot,
and I am proud_ to have such a sweethea1t."

/
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"She is not only a good shot, bu_t she 1)-as plenty ' of grit to be sure and remember them and then he took them and
and is cool in times of danger, besides bemg the best look- put them in the center of the pack.
"Now you please shuffle them," he observed, handing
ing girl in the wild West."
.
" Ha, ha, ha! Jim, you are trying to throw compliments, the pack to our hero.
Wild did so and handed them back.
I guess. Why Et's hair is red, and you know how redThen Reckless Rod began looking them over, all hands
haired people a~e made fun of sometimes."
.
"Her hair is a golden red, and anyone who likes blondes 'watching him.
He made out that he was rather puzzled and sorted them
could not help admiring Arietta's hair."
over again.
"Well, I admire it, for one."
Then he looked at the crowd and said:
"I don't doubt it!" and then Dart laughed. ·
"I don't know whether I can do the trick or not. The
Arietta is a blonde beauty and Eloise is a b~auty of ~~e five cards you people looked at are in the pack I know, but
brunette type. That's all the difference there is. Charlie s I thought I could pick them out and hand them to you. Ah!
wife Anna is neither a blonde nor a brunette, and yet she I know what I'll do! I'll just shoot them out of the pack!''
is a; hands~me a girl as can be found in a day's travel."
There were half a dozen pictures hanging on the walls
"Oh, they are all handsome, so what is thi; diffi;rence? of the bar-room, and, drawing his revolver, Reckless Rod
You are in love with your sweetheart, I am with mme and walked around as though looking for a good place to put
Charlie just worships his wife."
the pack in order to shoot at it.
They had reached the Gazoo Hotel now, which was run
He went around the room two or three times, all the
-b y a respectable man named Brown, so the conversation was while talking and motioning with his revolver.
cut short.
.
Young Wild West smiled when he noticed this, but he
It was a cool evening in the spring of the year, so the said not a word, not even to Jim.
door of the bar-room was shut.
Finally the would-be magician came back to the bar.
Sounds of merriment came from within, though, and
us all a drink and then I'll try to shoot the cardo
though this was nothing uncommon our two friends wanted out"Give
of the pack," he said to Brown.
to find out what was going on.
·
"All right!" was the reply, and the drinks were dished
Wild opened the door and led the way inside.
out in short order.
The place was pretty well filled up with miners and the
When he had swallowed his drink Reckless Rod suddenly
rough characters that help make up the_ population_ of a wssed the pack of cards in the air and fired a shot at them.
mining town, and they all seemed to be havmg a good time.
'.fhe _ result was that they were scattered all over the
Leaning against the bar was Reckless Rod, the fellow ro0m.
who had come over from Spondulicks with our friends.
"Help me pick them up," he said to the miners. "I have
He had been imbibing freely of firewater since they had an idea that I shot away the five cards your fellows looked
seen him last, and he was now doing what he called some at. The chances are that they have disappeared entirely,
"magic" for the miners.
and if they have I will have to hunt for them."
He had a high hat in. his_ hand, wh_ich Brown, the p_roThe scattered cards were soon- gathered up and then he
prietor, had found for him m the a.ttic, and after !'iavmg went over them laying them face up.
passed it around among the crowd to prove that it was
The five cards were not there.
entirely empty, he had started in to ta~ce out all sorts of
"Ah, I thought so!" the smooth-tongued fellow said with
things that one would not expect to find m a hat.
a smile. "Now, I will have to look for them. It might be
That was what was causing the merriment when Wild that they got lost somewhere when I shot at them."
and Jim entered.
He began looking around the room in a careful manner.
Already Reckless Rod had taken half a d<?zen newspan~rs.
The miners made way for him and helped in the search.
two whisky flasks, a paper collar, a necktie and a roll of
But the cards could not be found.
·
bills from the hat--or it looked as though he did, rather"I'd like to have the five cards," said Reckless Rod, putand the lookers-on thoro'ughly enjoyed it.
ting on a puzzled air. "The pack will be_ spoiled if I don't
The last thing he took from it was a pack of cards, and, find them. Can anyone make a suggestion where to look
leaving them on the bar, he exclaimed:
for them?"
"There! That caps the climax! The man who owned
"They might have got behind the pictures," spoke up
that hat must be a poker player. Whoop her up, boys! Young Wild West, smiling and looking at the walls.
We'll all have a drink, and I'll pay for it out of the money
Reckless Rod reddened up.
I found in the hat."
"They might be," he replied. "Suppose we look?"
The . majority of the men had seen the trick done before.
He walked over and lifted the nearest picture from the wall.
but it pleased them just the same as though they had not. . A card dropped down.
They stepped up and got their drinks and then waited
A cry of astonishment went up from the crowd.
for him to do something more.
"That's ther card I had," said one.
It was just then that Reckless Rod caught sight of Young
Another picture was lifted up and another card dropped
Wild West.
to the floor.
"Hello!" he exclaimed. "I've been showing the boys some
And so on until the five cards were found, the last being
of my magic; maybe I can show you something you never the king of clubs, the one Wild had looked at.
saw before."
"Pretty neat trick, is it not?" remarked Reckless Rod.
"Maybe you can," answered our hero. "I surely haven't
"Yes, very good," answered Wild.
seen all the tricks in magic that are going."
.
He did not let the rest know that he had seen the man
"Oh, I haven't, either. I c;;tn do a few, th~ugh. I wip place the cards behind the pictures when he walked about
show you one with the pack of cards I found m the hat 1£ the room.
The rest were very much puzzled.
you don't mind."
But the magician was not done yet.
"Go ahead! I rather like such _things."
The smooth-tongued fellow picked up the pa_ck and beHe pi~ked up the five cards and called up one of the most
gan handling the cards like '.1 veteran at tl;; bu_sme~s. .
puzzled-looking of the spectators.
"I'll bet he is a professional gambler, said Jim m a
"Just hold these," he remarked. "Hold them tight right by
the corners."
whisper to our hero.
"I shouldn't wonder," '".as _the rep~y. "~ut ":'atc.h him,;
The man did as he was told.
Then the operator pulled a handkerchief from his pocket
Let's see if we can catch him m the tnck he is gomg to do.
When Reckless Rod had thoroughly shuffled t~e pack he and covered the cards with it.
leaned over and asked Wild to cut the cards for him.
"Are you sure you have the cards?" he asked.
The request was complied with, as a matter of course.
"Oh 1 yes!" was the reply.
The handkerchief was jerked off quickly.
Then the fellow dealt out five cards on the bar and asked
The miner was holding his thumb and forefinger tightly
the miners to come up and take o_ne as far as they. Vl'.ent.
When four had been taken he picked up the remammg one together and that was all!
The cards had vanished.
and handed it to Wild.
"I will now look around once more for the cards," said
"Just look at that card and remember it," he said.
Reckless Rod.
.
.
"All right," was the retort.
He went from one to the other and finally came to Wild.
The card was the king of clubs.
"What is this," he asked, affecting surprise, and then
He told each of the men who had the other four cards
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"Oh, Wild! Are you going over there just for the express purpose of getting into trouble?"
"It does look that way when I think of it," answered the
dashing young Prince of the Saddle, with a laugh.
"You should let the .bad men alone, Wild, unless they
bother you first."
"Oh, I don't intend to start the ball rolling. I understand that there is a giant of a fellow there who calls himself the King Pin of the Camp. He is the boss of the gang,
and he will probably pick on me the moment I get there."
"And then--"
"I will go in to win the thousand dollars."
"Is the man who just went out of here in such a hurry
going to this place?"
"I don't know, Et. But tell me what he did that caused
you to hustle him out of the office?"
"He--he asked me for a kiss," was the blushing retort.
"He did, eh?" and the boy's eyes flashed fire.
"Yes, and he told me that I was the prettiest girl he had
ever seen."
"Well, that might be the truth, but he had no business to
tell it to you."
"He asked me for a kiss and put his hand on my sho der," went on the girl. "And-and--"
"And what, little one?"
"I slapped his face and put my revolver under his nose
and told him if he wasn't out of the office in one second I
would put a bullet through him!"
"Good for you, Et! You did nobly. If I had been here
and heard what was going on I might have hurt him. As
it is, I will take him to do for it the first time he attempts
to bother me."
"Well, he was glad to get out," said Arietta, her blue
CHAPTER IV.
eyes flashing.
"I guess he was."
THE RIDE OVER TO THE NEW CAMP.
"If he had not obeyed me I would surely have shot him."
"That's right, little one. Don't take an insult from anyWild and Jim were up pretty early the following mornone."
ing.
"That fellow is a villain; I could tell by his actions."
They got their breakfast and then got their horses ready
"I agree with you."
to ride over to Dead Man's Mark.
Just then two men came in to mail letters to their relaThey always made it a point to see their sweethearts before leaving the town, no matter how short a time they tives in the East, so the conversation was checked.
A little later they went out, and then Wild got an opporexpected to be gone.
Just how long they were going to stay over to the new tunity to snatch a kiss from his pretty sweetheart, and then
bidding her goodby, he went out.
mining camp they had no idea.
Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie were coming, so he mountThat depended entirely on circumstances.
"Now we will ride over and see the girls," said Wild, ed his waiting horse at once. ,
"Are you ready, Wild?" called out the scout.
"and by that time Charlie will be ready."
"Yes. Come on!"
Arietta helped her grandfather at the postoffice, and when
"Which way do we go to get to this new mining camp,
they got to the Murdock house Eloise came out and said she
had gone over to the office half an hour before, as there was anyhow?" queried Jim, as he rode up.
"By Jove! We'll have to ask old man Murdock; he
a heavy mail to go out with the train that left the town at
. eight o'clock, and the old gentleman needed some assistance knows, I guess. There he comes back from his breakfast."
The old man was going to enter the postoffice by the back
in getting it ready.
So Wild left Jim there and rode on over to the post- way, but Wild called him.
"Do you know the direction the tiew mining camp lies in?"
office.
·
When he was in the act of dismounting in front of the Wild asked him.
"Almost due south, I 1·eckon," was the retort. "Why, are
building a man came out in a very hurried manner and ran
you goin' there?"
over toward the Gazoo Hotel.
"Yes, we thought we would run over and see what kind of
It was Reckless Rod.
"I wonder what struck him ? " our hero thought. "He acted a· looking place it is."
"Well, from what that feller what was here ther day
like a man being kicked out."
afore yisterday told me, it must be a mighty hard place.
'The next minute he walked into the office.
what wasn't
There was no one there but Arietta, as her grandfather fie said that about twenty good honest men there
to make
had gone out of the back door to his breakfast but ten min- ·afraid to stand up fur their rights was wanted
runnin'
stage
a
was
there
if
said,
he
Then,
right.
go
things
utes before.
be long before it would
The girl's face was flushed and she appeared to be upset from here to ther camp it wouldn't
pick up an' be somethin'. It's about twenty-eight miles
about something.
here in a straight line, an' if I was go!n' over there
from
smile.
joyous
a
into
broke
she
But when she saw her lover
right out over ther ridge an' make a new trail;
strike
I'd
me
see
to
late
too
just
"Oh, Wild!" she cried. "You came
sooner than you would if you went around
there
git
you'd
drive out a man who insulted me."
trail."
wagon
ther
by
go
.fellow
a
saw
just
"!s that so, Et?" he exclaimed. "I
"Good! I guess we'll do as you say."
out in a hurry. He was the one, I suppose."
"Here comes that measly coyote who made ther bet with
''Yes, dark face, rather good-looking man, dressed someyou, Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie. "He acts as though he's
thing like a Mexican."
"I know him, Et. He is a rascal. If I had been here I goin' with us." Reckless Rod was. riding toward them.
Sure enough,
would have given him a worse thrashing than I did yesA frown came over the brow of Young Wild West when
terday over in Spondulicks."
he saw the rascal.
"You met him over there, then?"
They waited till he came up and halted.
''Yes. I raced Spitfire against his black horse and won a
"I'll go over to Dead Man's Mark with you, gentlemen,
thousand dollars. I have another thousand bet with him
you don't object," he said, putting on a smile.
that a fellow over in the new mining camp, which is called if ''Are
you going in the postoffice before you go?" spoke up
Dead Man's Mark, won't get the best of me when I go over
this mornihg. He claims that it is the toughest mining camp Wild.
"No!" and the man's face turned sli(lh•:.• 9:1JP
in the West."

he made out that he pulled the cards from the inside pocket
.
of his coat.
"There they are!" our hero exclaimed. "I knew you would
find them on me."
The miners were much mystified.
They could not understand it.
But Young Wild West could.
He was not going to give the man away, though, since
the spectators were more than pleased with the performance.
"Can you do any tricks with cards?" the dark man asked,
after drinks had been served again.
"No," replied Wild. "I am not a magician."
"But you are a tamer of bad men."
"Well, you can call me that if you want to."
"Wait till you get over at Dead Man's Mark to-morrow
•
morning."
"We will wait."
"Th~ King Pin of the Camp will probably show you a
few tncks that beat what I have just been doing."
"If he does you will win a thousand dollars."
"That's right. But never mind. We will let it drop for
the present."
Then the fellow started in at drinlcing wfiisky faster than
ever, and in half an hour he was thoroughly drunk.
Wild and Jim went out, and after a short walk about the
town went back home.
They meant· to leave quite early in the morning for Dead
Man's Mark, and they believed in getting a good night's rest
every time they had the opportunity.
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The sound of the hammer and saw could be heard on every
"Oh, I thought you were. Let me tell you something,
Reckless Rod! If you ever dare to speak to the young lady hand.
The men who were at work seemed to be of one mind,
in there again I'll shoot your finger nails off! Do you hear
and there was not the least dissension among them.
what I say?"
But they were about the ugliest-look ing lot of mortals
"Why-w hy--"
and his partners had seen for a Jong time .
Wild
say!"
I
what
mean
I
it.
about
whys
any
mind
."Never
"Looks as though a jail has busted up an' them what
"I didn't know the young lady was anything to you, or
was in it has come here," Cheyenne Charlie remarked.
I s,~ould not have addressed her," he said, humbly.
"I guess there are few here who have not been to jail,
for
to,
you
told
she
when
went
you
lucky
was
it
Well,
have committed enough crimes to send them there," spoke
or
That
hesitated.
had
you
if
dead
shot
been
have
would
you
Reckless Rod, who seemed to be wonderfull y glad that
up
shoot
to
how
knows
she
and
sweetheart
my
is
lady
young
they had reached the camp. "This is the hottest town you
nearly as well as I do."
people have ever struck, I have reason to think."
"I hope you will accept an apology."
to
. ''.It may be," answered Wild, "but I'll guarantee you that
speak
to
advisable
it
thought
I
necessary.
"It isn't
1s not too hot to hold us."
1t
.
though."
it,
about
you
it is sich a hard crowd here, how is it that you come
"If
so
West;
Wild
Young
you,
with
friends
be
"I want to
the scout questioned.
back?"
drop."
it
let
please
"Oh, I have got permission from the King Pin of the
Cheyenne Charlie did not know what it all meant, but
Camp to come and go when I please. I'm a privileged char.
.
neither of them had a word to say.
here."·
acter
later.
moment
a
hero
our
exclaimed
"Come on, boys!"
"You are, eh?" said Jim. "·Then you must be in league
"Now for Dead Man's Mark!"
with the bad gang that runs the place."
"Can I ride over with you?" asked Reckless Rod.
Reckless Rod made no re'ply.
on!"
"Yes. Come
Wild noticed that some bar fixtures were being unloaded
The four then rode out of the town, neither speaking a
a prairie schooner and carried inside the biggest
from
them.
behind
it
left
word till they had
in the place, so he concluded to stop there.
shanty
dark-faced
the
questioned
way?"
this
"Are you going
up to the shanty and dismounted .
rode
He
woods.
the
to
take
villain when he saw them
the men gazed at the newcomers searchingly
of
Some
Jim.
answered
cut,"
short
a
make
to
"Yes, we are going
'
paid no attention to them.
others
the
but
the
with
acquainted
are
you
suppose
I
"Oh, all right!
was over six
whom
of
one
men,
ing
rough-look
very
Two
country around here."
feet tall, were carrying in the last of the stuff from the
"Pretty-we ll, I think."
when Wild dismounted .
wag-on
lost?"
get
"Then we are not apt to
"That big man is the King Pin of the Camp," said Reck"Hardly."
is his shanty. He is opening a saloon
In spite of the roughness of the way they made good time, less Rod. "This
,
to be a good one, too."
going
is
it
and
here,
level
pretty
a
found
they
crossed
and when the ridge was
nodded.
Wild
miles.
ten
stretch that extended for nearly
He saw that the villain was eager to get up a row.
Wild knew about where the new camp was located now,
Instead of going in the place, he led his horse to the other
and he laid his course so as to fetch as close as possible
of the street and leaned against a tree.
side
to it.
"Aren't you going in?" asked Reckless Rod. ·
A little less than three hours from the time they started
"Not yet. Wait till the man gets his place cleared so he
they came upon a wagon trail.
"Here we are!" exclaimed Reckless Rod. "This is the can do business."
"Oh, he can do business there good enough. Red ·Babtrail the miners made when they went to the spot they have
to see you-very glad!"
named Dead Man's Mark. Now, if you know which way to cock will be glad
"I suppose you would enjoy seeing the fellow put a bullet
turn."
throuih my heart?" Wild asked him, smiling as though he
"To the right," answered Wild.
was joking.
past
the
in
way
that
done
been
had
traveling
le
Considerab
"To tell you the truth, I would," was the quick reply.
hoofmarks
the
as
and
trail,
the
of
looks
the
by
days
few
"You would try it yourself if you thought you stood a
our
for
easy
quite
was
it
way,
same
the
pointed
nearly all
show of· doing it, you cowardly hound! You haven't dehero to know the right direction to take.
ceived me a bit, though you might think you have. I read
in
came
hour
an
half
in
and
trail
the
along
They rode
you like a book yesterday, and I put you down for just what
shanties.
new
and
tents
sight of several
you are--an unprinciple d scoundrel, who would not hesitate to
lighting
face
his
Rod,
Reckless
cried
place!"
the
"There's
stab a man in the back!"
inan
for
eyes
his
from
shone
gleam
up, while a sinister
The eyes of Reckless Rod blazed with fury.
stant. "Now you will soon have a chance to win or lose
His hand slid toward one of the revolvers that were in
the bet, Young Wild West."
his belt.
of
"All right," was the reply, in a free and easy tone
"Touch one of your shooters and off g_oes the top of yout
voice. "But remember one thing! I am not going to pick head," said Wild, coolly. "You have an idea that you can
dola row with any of these men. I wagered a thousand
down me, since you have got among your gang, but just
lars with you that a man you call tJ:ie Kin~ P~n of the get it out of your head. I said yesterday that I didn't becan
Camp woul(#n't get the best of me; and 1f he tnes 1t you
lieve it would take more than six shots to change this
gamble that he'll wish he hadn't before I'm through with camp, and I want you to look out that you don't get one of
him."
them!"
"All right."
The rather loud talk quite naturally attracted some of the
The meekness the rascal had been assuming all the way men.
over was now leaving him.
They seempd to know Reckless Rod, and one of them asked
him what the trouble was.
"Oh, these people have been imposing on me, that's' all," he
replied. "But never mind; I'm not afraid of them."
"You lie if you say we have been imposing on you!" spoke
CHAPTER V.
out our hero in a ringing tone. "Look out for yaurself or
I will be tempted to shoot you dead in your tracks!"
THE KING PIN OF THE CAMP IS A LITTLE SURPRISED.
"Why, hello!" exclaimed a deep voice, and the next minthe big man who was called the King Pin of. the Camp
ute
a
to
sight
welcome
a
Dead Man's Mark might have been
"What's ther trouble, Rod?"
appeared.
of
couple
a
for
person who had been lost in the wilderness
to introduce you to Young Wild West. the
want
I
"Red,
Young
to
but
,
days without seeing a sign of civilization
goes around taming bad men," said the
who
fellow
young
hustling
the
left
just
Wild West and his partners, who had
the question put to him. "What do
answering
not
villain,
town of Weston, it was not.
him?"
of
think
you
and
taste
f
o
·
The tents seemed to be put up regardless
"What do I think of him!" echoed the giant. "Why, he's
the stanties were not erected on. anything. like a straignt
nothin' but a boy!"
~~
."You have got that right, my friend," spoke up Wild. "I'm
All was bustle and confusion there, however, and the
and I am proud of it. A boy will make
major portion of the forty-odd souls populating the camp nothing but a boy,
a man some day, you know."
were at work.
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"Right ye are. But let me ax ·yer somethin'. Do you know
1vhere you are?"
"Yes, quite well. I am in a camp that has been named
·
Dead Man's Mask."
"Kerzactly! An' I'm ther King Pin of ther camp. If you
~·ant to stake out a claim here you've got to ask me."
"Well, I don't happen to want a claim here."
"What did you come here fur, then?"
"Oh , just to see what the place was like."
. "Well, you've seen what it is like; now light out! I don't
like ther looks of yer!"
"Do you own the camp?•,
"No; but I'm ther boss of it, an' I want you to understan'
that, you young whippersnapper!"
"W_ell, I and my two partners came over here to stop for
a ;Vh1l~. and I guess we won't be in a hurry about going,"
,aid Wild, coolly.
"What!" roared the big man. "You ain't goin' to be in
a hurry 'bout goin', hey? Well, I reckon you'll go 'right
now!"
Red Babcock shook his fist pretty close to Wild's nose as
he spoke.
"Red, Young Wild West bet me a thousand dollars that
rou would not get the best of him," exclaimed Reckless Rod.
He come over here on purpose to win or lose the bet."
pie King Pin look~d more surprised than ever.
" What ~re you trymg to tell me, Reckless Rod?" he cried.
You don t mean to tell me that this boy come over here
fur that!"
"That's right, Red."
Wild cast a scornful look at the dark-faced rascal.
"_You a~~ what I call a miserable prairie dog!" he exYou think you have got me foul, so go ahead
cla1me~.
and lets see what you can do!"
"Hey!" bawled out the King Pin of the camp. "Everybody come up an' have a look at ther greatest cur'ositv of
ther age! Two boys an' a man has come to Dead Man's
Mark a-lookin' fur trouble. A-looking fur trouble with ther
wo~st gang in ther Black Hill, boys! What do you think
of it?"
Every man in the camp had ceased wor)dng by this time
and the entire population was on the spot.
As the big man asked the question loud guffaws rang out
·
on every hand.
But Young Wild West and his partners remained as cool
as an iceberg.
That was their only chance in that crowd of rough· men.
One little show of weakening and it would be all up with
them, as far as remaining there until they got ready' to go
was concerned.
There happened to be three big pine trees where they
were standing, and our friends got their backs close to them.
This gave . them a sort of protection from behind, should
there be anyone bad enough to fire a coward Iv shot.
Reckless Rod moved away until he got behind some of
the miners.
Wild smiled at the gang and did not say a word for probably half a minute.
Then in a voice that was perfectly clear he said:
. "Men, you. are about the_ toughest-looking 1ot I have seen
m a long while. But I've Just get the idea that you are not
so dangerous, after all. I never yet saw the man I was
afraid of, and I want to tell you right here and right now
that the first man who raises a hand against us will die!
F{e will die suddenly, too, for I never miss what I am at!"
The words had conside1·able effect on them, and no one
could see it better than Wild himself.
He swung his revolver around in a careless way, !mt the
muzzle happened to be on a line with the hearts of those
nearest him, and he continued:
"I met the fellow who calls himself Reckless Rod yesterdaY,, afternoon, and I accepted his challenge to race ·horses
witn him. We had it for five miles and I beat him. I won
a thousand dollars from him, and then he got sore against
me. He got a little too sore to suit me, and I gave him a
thrashing. Then he wanted to make up with me, and finally
offered to bet me another thousal'l4-that the King Pin of the
Carny would get the best of me if I came to Dead Man's
Mark. t felt that I couldn't make a thousand dollars any
easier, rn I took the best. Now, I would like to know what
you· are going to do about it/'
"Do!" echoed Red Babcock. "Why, I am goin' to run yon
out of ther ~amp, or else fill you full of holes!"
"Start right h•'~

As the words left the lips of the daring boy his other revolver was raised till it was on a line with the big ruffian's
heart.
The shooter in his right hand kept waving back and forth
before , the eyes of the crowd, while Charlie and Jim stood
each with a brace of revolvers leveled.
"Start right in!" repeated Wild. "If you don't hurry I
will set the ball rolling!"
"Thunder!" cried the King Pin of the Camp, his face
turning white.
"No, it isn't thunder," retorted Wild, who now felt that
he and his partners were really masters of the situation;
"it's fight. I'm going to drop you firs t, Red Babcock; the
camp is going to be without a King Pin in less than ten seconds!"
"Hold on!" said the giant ruffian, his voice ringing with
fear. "Don't shoot. No one has started to hurt you fellers."
"All right. I won't shoot, then, but I want this crowd
to scatter in no time, and I want everyone here to understand that if we are interfered with we will shoot to kill."
The men drew back and scattered immediately.
The coolness of the boy was altogether too much for
them.
Red Babcock turned and walked into his shanty saloon
and Reckless Rod slipped in after him like a cur following
at the heels of its master.
"Well, boys," said Wild, with a smile at his partners,
"They are not so very bad, after all."
"No," answered Cheyenne Charlie, "I reckon ther measly
coyotes knows enough to behave themselves when they see
they'd better."
"Oh, they are not done with us, yet," observed Jim Dart.
"Don't think they mean to behave themselves. Why, I'll
bet there are men here who would shoot us down as quick
as a wink if they thought they could do it before we had a
chance to defend ourselves."
"There is no doubt about it," said Wild. "I will call one
of them and find out something about this place."
He picked out the best looking man he saw standing around
and beckoned for him to come under the trees.
"What d'ye want?" the fellow asked, acting a bit suspicious.
"We just want to talk to you, that's all. You don't think
we came here to kill everybody in the camp, do you? We
are not that sort. Now, then, what's your name?"
"Tom Bogart are my name."
"How long have you been here?"
"I was one of ther first ones to git here," replied the
man, acting as though he could not understand why he was
being questioned.
"You were one of the first to get here, en ? "
"Yes. I fell in with a gang who had been drove out of
Deadwood by ther sheriff, an' then it wasn't long afore we
struck another gang who was lookin' fur a place to start a
town. Red Babcock, which was one of us, said he reckoned
this would be a good place, since he knowed there was plenty
of deposits here, so we piloted 'em here an' then ther camp
was started. Some of ther fellers we fetched here didn't
like our ways, it seemed, so there was some shootin' done an'
ther crowd got thinned down somewhat."
"I see. Now tell us how the place came to be called Dead
Man's Mark."
The miner told about the same story that Reckless Rod
gave them, so they made up their minds that it was true.
"ls Red Babcock a very bad man?" Jim Dart asked him,
after a pause.
"Well, I reckon all ther boys is skeer'ed of him. He's an
awful quick shot, an' a straight one, too. He is so strong·
that he kin hold an ordinary man up with one hand an'
shake him like a dog shakes a rat. Ther King Pin of ther
Camp is a dangerous man, an' I advise you to git on ther
right side of him, if you expect to stay here."
CHAPTER VI.
SOME NE;W ARRIVALS AT THE CAMP.

"Well," said Young Wild West, "we expect to stay here till
we get ready to go of our own accord. There is no camp or
town in the United States that we wouldn't stay in as long as
we wanted to. You can tell the King Pin if he asks you about
us, that we came here to look around, and that as long as
we are ,left alone we will not bother anyone else. You see
this!" and he drew his revolver and held it close to the man's
:wi.ce. "Well. there are ju.c;t !!-ix shots in that, and if it C.OnlP-"
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what's goin' on. Step lively, now, or I'll
· to a fight with the bad gang I am going to use thosa six shots I want to knowcollar
right off your neck!"
to make a change in the camp. I've just got the idea that shoot ther shirt
Bogart got a move on him and got into the place in short
six will be enough to do it. I've sized up the men pretty well,
and I don't think I have seen one who wants to die just yet. order.
"What was you talkin' to them feller s out ther e so long
There is one thing certain, some of you will go down if you
start to do anything ;funny, and you can't tell whether you fur?" demanded the King Pin of the Camp, with an ugly
frown.
will be one of them, 01· who will be."
"I couldn't help it. They was askin' me some questions,
Tom Bogart looked at the dashing boy wtth a look that
an' I had to answer 'em."
was half surprise, half admiration.
"What did you give 'em out of your pocketbook?"
"I reckon you know a thing or two, Yuung Wild West,"
"Ther clippin' that told all about how I was sent to ja il
he said.
"Yes, and so do my partners. We hsve to know things in in Denver."
"What did you give 'em that fur?"
order to get along in this world, you know. Some get along
"Well, I told 'em as how a ll of us was downright bad
better than others, and they are the ones who generally know
men, wanted fur one thing or other, an' to pr ove it to 'em
the most."
"Well, you kin put it down flat that I'll never do a thing that I broke jail I give 'em ther paper to r ead."
"But .they didn't read it."
ag'in you f ellers!" the man declared. "I know what's right
"No; they was ' too foxy fur that, I reckon. Young Wild
an' I know what's wrong. I've been doin' wrong fur some
time, but it's because I wouldn't be allowed to do right. West ain't goin' to give any one a chance to git a sly shot
I was put in jail fur breakin' in a clothin' store in Denver in on him, not if he kin help it, I tell you! But he's a
when I never done it. I didn't know who <lone it, or I don't hustler, an' no mistake. He says that him a n' his pards
yet. I happened to be comin' a long when I heard a door come here to look around a bit, an' that they ai n't goin' to
slam, an' I stopped to look where it was. Ther next second git away till they git good an' ready. They ain't goin' to
two cops run around ther corner an' grabbed me. Ther store bother with none of us, so long as we don't bother wit h
I was standin' in front of had been robbed, an' they swore them. If you or any of us does start in, though, he told
that they had seen me run out an' slam ther door behind me. me to tell you that he's jest got six shots in that revolver
There was nothin' on me to prcwe that I had robbed ther on ther right side of his belt an' that he'll use them to
place, but I was sent up jest the same. I was an honest man make a change in ther camp."
afore that, but since I escaped from ther jail I ain't had a
"That's what he says, is it?"
chance to be honest. You're ther first ones I ever told this
"Yes, he went on to say that if a fight started a f ew of
come
I
why
to, outside of my close friends, an' I don't know
us would go down in a hurry, an' that there was no tellin'
to tell you."
which of us it would be. I think, though, from what he
"Well, you needn't be sorry that you have told us," re- said, that he intends to lay you low first if it does come to
marked Wild. "I believe your story, and when I go to Den- a fight."
ver again I am going to look up that case. I never want to
Red Babcock winced and shrugged his shoulders.
see a man wronged, and, according to your story, you have
"Boys," said he, turning to the crowd that had gathered
been wronged a great deal. But if you want to be honest in his place, "what do yer think of this business? "
there is a chance for you."
"It would be easy enough to settle t_h e hash of all threE
"There might be if I hadn't broke jail."
of them," spoke up Reckless Rod. "They could be shot
"That won't make a bit of difference. If the real thief down from the window there. Isn't there any of you who
can be found you would be exonerated. Those two police- dares to do it?"
men could have saved you if they had desired to. They didn't
"Do you dare to do it?" cried the King Pin of the Camp,
know you, so they thought they would lay the crime on you striding up to him, his eyes blazing and his fist raised.
because they happened to ca tch you in front of the store.
"Well, I ain't supposed to do that kind of business. 1
How long a go did this happen? "
am only an adviser, you know."
"About seven montbs ago," replied Bogart, looking at Wild
"You are, hey? Well, take that fur givin' advice, then! "'
with a gleam of hope in his eyes.
Whack!
"And you declare that you had never been guilty of a crime
He struck the man a blow in the face · that sent him reelbefore?"
ing against the wall.
"Yes, I'll swear to it. They found that much out at ther
"I'm Red Babcock, ther King Pin of ther Camp!" the
trial, an' it was on that account that ther judge made my big villain roared, and then he began dancing about the
sentence a little lighter."
floor like a crazy man. "I kin lick anything that ever
"You know the numbers of the two policemen and a11 walked in two shoes, an' all sich miserable galoots as you
that?"
are ain't worth powder enough to blow you to p"ieces ! l
"Yes. But her e's ther whole description o:r ther thing," told you that when I give you a lickin' before, didn't I?
and he pulled a leather wa llet from his pocket and took But you ain't satisfied after I took pity on you an' too'k
from it a piece of fold ed newspa per. "I've kept that jest to you in as one of us, are you? You call yourself Reckless
read it over an' see how easy it is to make a bad man Rod, from Yuma City, an' you're always wantin' to bet
out of putty good one. You kin take it, an' if you could that you've got ther fastest horse in creation! But you
ever do anything fur me you kin bet I'll appreciate it an' ain't knee-high when it comes to fightin', you ain't! I kin
Wild took the pa per, but did not read it just then.
lick you an' all ther Young Wild Wests there are in theI
start life anew."
He was afraid that someone might t ake the chance to universe!"
The face of Reckless Rod was almost livid with rage,
send a bullet at him while he was r eading, for there was and
it was plain that it was only by a great effort that he
no telling to what extreme the ba d gang would go.
big brute.
He put the paper in his pocket and then turning to Tom kept from shooting the
But he had sense enough to know that if he did jerk out
Bogart said:
would be riddled by the rest of the
"Don't forget to tell the King Pin what I said. You his shooter and fire he
·
had better gci, for the men seem to be getting anxious about gang.
H e calmed himself by a great effort, and, looking steadily
you staying here so long."
"AIL right, Young \tv ild West!" and the miner walked at Red Babcock, said:
"You can whip me, I know. But you haven't tried
away.
don't you go out and try
Several of them flocked around him a s he made his way Young Wild West yet. Why
him?"
fo1· the saloon, and he talked to them freely.
"See . here, you fancy-lookin' galoot! You said a little
"They seem to be all ri ght as far as I know," he told
that Young Wild West
them, when asked about Young Wild West and his partners. while ago that you was dead sartin
What do you want to
"They say they'r e going to stay here till they git ready to was as quick with a shooter as I am.bullet
through my gizgo, an' that they ain't goin' to interfere with no one, as see me do, go out there an' git a
long as no one interf eres with them. They're all dead- zard?"
"No; go out and fight him some other way. He'll take
shots, an' when they git · started once there'll be nothin' but
that
diggin' graves fur ther next two days to come. That's my you any way you want it. I bet a thousand dollarsMark.
Man's
n-,..-,,l
to
came
he
if
him
of
best
the
get
you'd
boys!"
it,
about
opinion
"What's that you're talkin' about, Tom Bo:;-art ?" called Make me win the money."
"You've got plenty of nerve, too, a.ta ·~ yer?" retorted
cut Red Babcock from the door of his saloon. "Come herc;> 1

to
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as far as they were able to judge, and if they were they
would no ·doubt be worried by the bad gang.
Then there would be a real chance for them to interfere.
"We will go and meet them, boys," said Wild. "Just
keep your eyes on that saloon across the street, for they
might take a notion to rush out and start a fight."
.
"They ain't goin' to start no fight," Cheyenne Charlie
answered. "I've got them figured up putty well, an' I
reckon they're a lot of cowards."
The scout knew pretty well what he was talking about.
"Hello!" called out the man, who was evidently the
leader of the newcomers. "If it ain't Young Wild West
I'll be shot full of holes!"
Our· hero then recognized him as a man he had become
acquainted with in Deadwood.
"Hello, Len Shaker!" he answered. "What are you doing
here at Dead Man's Mark?"
,
"Oh, this is my second trip here. Ther first time I got
run out. But I've got a gang that ain't goin' to be tun out
very soon this time, I'll bet!"
"No, I hardly think you will get run out! We were told
to leave over half an hour ago, but we haven't gone yet."
"Red Babcock told you,. I s'pose?"
.
"Yes, the King Pin of the Camp, as he calls himself, told
us we would either have to get out or get filled with lead.
I am going to have a fight with the big villain in a minute
or two."
"You're goin' to fight him!" gasped Len Shaker, as he
brought the wagons to a halt about fifty yards from the
door of the saloon. "You don't mean that, Young Wild
°\Vest!"
"Yes, I mean it all right. I am going b take my chances
with him. If I oan't get the best of him it will be the first
time I ever got deceived."
"I kn.ow you always come out at ther top of ther heap,
no matter what kinder game it is, but Red Babcock is a
regular brute of a man. He's got hands on him like hams
an' I don't believe he knows his own strength."
"Well, it makes no difference about the s1Ze of his hands;
if I can keep them off tne I will be all right. I'll guarantee that if I get .hold of one of his wrists I'll either break
his arm or make him drop to his knees and beg for mercy."
"I'll bet you will!"
"How many are there of you?"
" 'Leven, besides myself."
1
"Good! There is only about forty of the gang, and I
hardly think they all will stick when it comes to the point.
Do you know one thing, Shaker, I've decided to make a
change in this camp. I am going to make Red Babcock
and his followers better men or make them vacate the premises, one way or the other."
_
"Good for you! You kin count on us fur help."
,Just then the King Pin of the Camp came out of the
saloon, followed by five of his right-hand men.
He was in his shirt sleeves and minus a hat, while his
belt was devoid of weapons.
"He's . ready to fight me," said Wild. "Now, just watch
what happens."
Then he quickly took off his coat and handed his weapons to Jim Dart.
Red Babcock halted in the middle of the street, and his
huge form loomed up ominously.
But Young Wild West was not afraid of huge forms,
especially when they were composed of human flesh and
bone.
"It looks like a shame fur me to fight with a boy," said
the big villain, turning to his constituents and putting a
pitying expression on.
"Never mind about that," answered Wild. "You'll find
that I am very much of a man befo r e I am through with
yo1,1. But before the fight begins I want to make a bargain
with you."
"What kind of a bargain do you want to make?" came
the question.
"Well, if I whip you, you are to beh ave yourself in the
-future and attend strictly to your own business. Do you
agree to that?"
"Ah, shet up! There ain't no possibility of you lickin'
CHAPTER VII.
me. Why, you'll either be knocked senseless or hollerin'
enough afore you've been at it half a minute. I'm a hurriWILD FffiES FIVE OF THE SIX SHOTS,
Our friends were agreeably surprised when they saw the canoe, I am, an' I kin lick ther biggest man what ever
growed!"
wagons coming,
"All right, then. I'll make you l!'ive the promise to mind
The men in charge of them looked to be decent fellows.

the King Pin. "You wouldn't talk to me that way if you
didn't have. Let's see jest how much nerve you've g.ot now.
Go out an' git Young Wild West to agree to fight me.
Make it with fists, knives, clubs, or anything but shooters,
since you say he's as quick as I am with a shooter. Hurry
11p, now! Let's see how much nerve you've got."
"Well, I'll go!" exclaimed Reckless Rod, resolutely. "I'll
arrange the fight, too."
"Go on, then, you reckless galoot from Yuma! You
thought you was a ton weight on wheels till you run afoul
of me, · didn't yer? Ha, ha, ha! Ther feller ain't been
born yet what kin handle me!"
Reckless Rod said no more, but walked to the door.
He was smarting under the treatment he had received
from· the big bully.
It was true that he had been defeated in a fair contest
with him, but they had made up and called it square.
The dark-faced villain had an idea that he was going to
be the adviser of the King Pin of the Camp, and that he
would be able to have things run the way he wanted them.
That was why he induced our hero to come over to Dead
Man's Mark.
But it had turned out differently.
He had been used more like a dog than anything else, and
now he longed for revenge.
As soon as he got out of the saloon he called out:
"Young Wild West, I am coming across the street to
have a talk with you."
"Come on!" was the reply.
The villain walked boldly over.
"Red Babcock wants to fight you," he said, addressing
our hero.
"He does, eh?"
"Yes."
"What for-just to see whether he can whip me or not?"
"I suppose so."
\
"Or is it to settle who wins the thousand dollars?"
"You can put it that way if you like. But I'll be willing
to lose another thousand if you kill him!"
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild. "What is the matter now?"
"The matter is that I've got enough of the King Pin
and his gang. If you don't drop him I will before long.
I'U- do it if my own life pays the forfeit the next minute!"
"You're what I call a contemptible cur, yoti are!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "I'd jest like to git a good
grip on your neck an' choke you half to death, I would!"
"Never mind, Charlie. We know what he is by this time.
He came here to talk on business, so we will let him talk."
Reckless Rod cast a look at the scout which boded him
no good, and then he resumed:
"Red Babcock will fight you any way you w~nt to, except
with revolvers. Will you agree to meet him in the middle
of the road here and see who is the best man?"
"Cert!;).inly I will! I will make it a rough-and-tumble
fight. Nothing but our hands and feet to be used."
"I guess he would agree to that, all right.~
"Well, go and tell him to leave his weapons inside and
step out ready for business."
'
Reckless Rod started across to the saloon.
· He had got · about halfway across when he heard the
rumbling of wheels.
Our friends heard it, too, and, looking around, they beheld
a train of half a dozen loacled wagons coming to the camp.
The villain hastened to the door of the saloon and went
• inside.
"Do you see what is coming?" he asked Red Babcock.
The giant ran to the window and took a look.
"Thunder!" he cried. "It's Len Shaker, ther feller what
was ther leader of ther gang we made short work of after
we landed here! He's got a lot of men with him, an' them
wagons is loaded down with what they need. I reckon
they've come here to settle."
"And to make trouble," added one of the other rascals.
"Most likely. Ah! There goes Young Wild West an'
· his pards to meet 'em. Boys, it'll be warm around here
putty soon, I reckon! But jest remember that I'm Red
Babcock, an' I'm the:r: King Pin of ther camp!"
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your own business before I get through with you, see if I he saw this was the case; Wild called to his friends to pick
him up and carry him into the saloon.
don't!"
·
Four of them hastened to obey.
The King Pin of the Camp now stepped toward him.
They looked at the young conqueror with feelings of awe.
He put his hands in a boxing attitude and then the lookThey knew how strong and powerful Red Babcock was,
ers-on held their breaths.
There were only two there who did not think that Young and the fact of a boy having disposed of him so easily made
them think that he was something on the line of the superWild West would get the worst of it.
Dart had a smile of confidence as he looked at them, and natural.
Wild walked over and put on his coat.
the scout was grinning broadly.
"It was easier than I thought it would be," he said to
"Are you ready?" Wild asked.
"Yep! Sail in! I'll give you a chance to hit me if you Charlie and Jim.
"Yes," was the reply. "We thought he was going to
want to. Jest try--"
That was as far as he got, for with the quickness of a make it hot for you."
"W elf, he didn't even make it warm. He was as easy
panther Wild leaped forward and planted a heavy blow on
a fellow to hit as I ever went up again. I suppose if he
his mouth.
Red Babcock staggered b~k and it was all he could do had got hold of me he would have crushed me. But I was
not going to give him the least chance to get hold of me. I
to keep his balance.
I
had that in my mind all the time."
Before he could recover himself our hero struck him a
"Well, you're a wonder, an' no mistake, Young Wild
heavy one in the pit of his stomach with his left.
The wind being knocked out of him, the King Pin bent West!" exclaimed Len Shaker, putting out his hand. "I
knowed you could do most anything you tried, but it did
over and Jet out a gasp.
Then it was that Young Wild West went at him un- look to me as though that big skunk was going to warm
yer."
mercifully.
•
"Well, he didn't, an' ther only reason is that I wouldn't
Spat-spat! Biff-biff!
He pounded him alternately in the face and stomach let him."
"Well, you're a regular beauty at fightin'. Boys, jest
until the big villain sank to the ground helpless and deshow how loud you kin give three cheers fur Young Wild
feated.
"Get up!" cried the boy, dancing about him like a jump- West, ther Boss Boy of the Wild West!"
ing-jack. "Get up and fight, you big coward. Do you
The men did not need to be told twice.
want me to help you up?" and he gave him a sound kick.
The hurrahs they uttered made the echoes awaken, and
Charlie and Jim and the new arrivals burst into a roar while it was going on the bad gang remained perfectly silent.
of laughter when they saw the giant rolling on the ground
"That's all right," said a pock-marked fellow who was
trying hifi best to get upon his feet again.
standing in front of the saloon. "You kin yell as much as
you like. But jest look out that you don't jump somebody's
Reckless Rod was smiling, too.
Though he had lost the bet, he seemed to be wonderfully claim. I reckon there ain't much land around here that's
vacant."
,
pleased.
"There ain't, hey? Well, we'll show you about that, Bill
"You see how it was done," he said to one of the miners.
"The boy is too quick for him, and he hits like a sledge- Betz! I reckon I've got a claim here, an' there's two more '
hammer, too. If Red tackles him again he'll get killed, of us what's got 'em. If any one has jumped 'em, why,
we'll jest jump 'em back ag'in," said Len Shaker.
see if he don't."
"I've got ther claim you had. You left it an' I took it;
"I reckon Red's got enough," replied the man. "Well,
it sorter does me good to see him git his medicine. He so what are you goin' to do about it?"
goes a little too fur, I think, with us fellers. If he has
"I'll tell you what he will do about it," spoke up Young
his way he'll make slaves of us afore long."
Wild West. "He'll pitch his camp on it right away. There's
"He won't make no slave out of me. I'm done with him. going to be a change in Dead Man's Mark, and it is going
I'd like to see some one kill him!"
to begin to take place right away!"
Now that the dark-faced villain had found some one who
Wild started for the saloon.
was opposed to the methods of the big bully, he let himself
"What are you going to do?" Charlie asked in surprise.
"Stay right here," was the reply. "It just struck me to
out.
The man agreed with him, but he did not want to have show Red Babcock and his gang that I mean business. I
much to say just then.
am going in there, and I am going to fire just six shots, and
those six shots will make the change, see if they don't."
It was fully a minute before Red Babcock got up.
"If you want us just yell out," said Jim.
Wild stood with i'olded arms as he did.
"I will. But don't fear. They won't put up no fight.
"Do you want any more?" he asked.
"I reckon you took me by surprise, young feller. But I have got them about where I want them."
Fearlessly, the daring boy walked to the door of the
jest wait till I git hold of you! I'll break you in two!"
saloon.
That was the answer he gave.
Then he made a rush at Wild.
The man called Dill Betz went in ahead of him to let
But he was half-blinded from the blows he had received those inside know what was up.
and he could not anything like judge the distance.
'
Wild never hesitated.
If he had been able to judge it correctly the boy would
He pushed the door open and walked in, revolver in
not have been there, anyhow.
hand.
As it was, the big bully missed catching hold of him by
"Gentlemen!" he cried in a ringing tone, "there is going
about four feet.
to be a change at Dead Man's Mark. Look out for me!"
Then something happened that the spectators did not exThere were only seven or eight men in the place besides
pect to see.
the man behind the bar, and they looked surprised when
the boy entered.
Young Wild West grappled with the man.
Red Babcock was one of them.
Some of them thought he was taking great chances in
"Git out of' here, you meddlesome hound!" he cried, and,
doing this.
regardless of the revolver that was swinging in the boy's
But our hero knew what he was doing.
When he grappled with his antagonist he caught him hand, so it covered them all in turn, he seized a bottle and
raised it to throw it.
about the legs.
Before Red Babcock could get a good hold on him he
Crack!
lifted him clear of the ground.
Wild fired and the bullet hit the neck of the bottle close
He was a heavy man, but that did not seem to make a to the villain's hand.
particle of difference to Wild.
"That's one shot!" he exclaimed, as the broken glass
Up went the giant until suddenly Wild made a mighty jingled on the floor. "Here goes the second!"
effort and threw him over his shoulder.
Crack!
He came down head first, striking the ground heavily.
The bullet skinned the ear of Bill Betz, who had come
The King Pin of the camp lay perfectly still, and at in the saloon ahead of him, and he uttered a howl of pain
first it was thought that the fall had broken his neck.
an<!- fell over a table in his efforts to get out of the way.
But he had only been rendered unconscious, and when
Cradd
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A lock of hair flew from the head of Red Babcock and
the villain turned as pale as death.
"That is three!" said Young Wild West, smiling at the
frightened gang. "Three more will do the business."
He took a silver dollar from his pocket and tossed it
toward the ceiling.
Crack!
He fired at it before it had a chance to drop to the floor,
and the bullet hit it and sent it spinning across the room,
striking one of the gang in the face as it brought up.
The man uttered a yell of terror and dropped to the
floor, thinking he was shot.
Our hero was right close to tb.e big villain now, and,
taking a quick aim at a tuft of hair that was sticking up
on the top of his head, he pressed the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out the tuft of hair disappeared.
"That is enough!" cried the King Pin of the Camp, dropping upon his knees; "don't shoot no more, young feller!
You're a regular sizzler, you are! An' I'll apologize."
Wild stood still · before him, the smoking revolver in his
hand.
The rest of the men were falling over themselves in an
effort to get out of the place.
Str'ange to say, none of them thought of shooting at the
daring boy.
Two or three went out through the doorway and one fellow leaped through the window.
"I've got to fire just one more shot," said our hero, looking at the kneeling scoundrel. "Shall I let you have it
through the heart now, or will I wait until later?"
"Don't shoot no more, Yaung Wild West-don't. I'll be
good, I swear I will! I'll mind my own business. You
won't have to put no bullet in me, 'cause I'-11 do anything
you say."
"All right, Red Babcock, I won't fire the sixth shot yet.
But I'll fire it before I leave Dead Man's Mark! The
change is beginning to take place, I see. Get up, you big
rascal, and go outside and tell the crowd that you've made
!Ip your mind to be honest and not interfere with honest
people any more! Get up!"
Wild had him covered, but it was hardly necessary.
All the bluster and fight had been taken out of the King
Pin, and as meekly as a lamb he arose and went outside.
"It's all right, boys!" he cried, loud enough for every one
to hear. "I ain't ther King Pin of ther Camp no more;
it's Young Wild West!"
A cheer went up from the friends of our hero and many
of the bad gang joined in.
0

CHAPTER VIII.
CHEYENNE CHARLIE TRIES HIS HAND.

"Well, by ther livin' jingo!" exclaimed Len Shaker.
"Young Wild West, you're ther only feller I ever seen what
kin git right down to hardpan ther minute he makes up his
mlnd to. Why, you've taken all ther starch out · of ther
wonderful strong man, Red Babcock, an' he admits afore
ther crowd that he ain't ther King Pin of ther Camp any
more. This is what I call great!"
"You didn't fire but five shots, did you?" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, turning to our hero.
"No, I reserved the other one until later. I am bound
to fire it, though, for when I make up my mind to a certain
thing I always do it."
The crowd had dispersed by this time, and as it was noon,
Wild suggested that the new arrivals go to the claim Shaker
said belonged to him.
"I am getting rather hungry," he remarked, "and I guess
we will stop with you people, if you don't object."
"Don't object!" echoed one of th~ men. "I reckon we
don't object. Nothin' could su:t us any better."
The wagons got in motion, and, leading the way, Len
Shaker took them to the spot he called his claim.
As they reached the place they found the man called Bill
Betz taking down a tent and getting ready to vacate the
premises.
"It is my claim, by rights," the villain growled. "You
left it, an' then I took it."
"Yes,_ I left it 'cause you fellers drove me out of ther

camp," replied Shaker. "I had to leave it, or else git shot.
Then you jumped ther claim. But now you'll quit it, see!"
"Oh, I am quittin' it, all right," and the man looked
alarmed. "Don't think that I'm goin' to put up any fight.
There's plenty more pieces of ground that's jest as good as
this is."
"Weil, go and find one, then. And see to it that you
behave yourself, too," Wild remarked.
Bill Betz was not long in getting off the claim.
Then the men unhitched their horses and turned them
out to graze on the stubble.
It was not long before a couple of fires were started and
food being prepared for dinner.
Shaker's crowd had plenty of provisions, and as they insisted on our friends eating with them, they consented.
"There's four families an' ther wives an' children of them
that's married in our crowd waitin' over in Spondulicks to
come over here," said Shaker. "Jest as soon as we send a
man over they'll ride over in ther wagons they've got there.
We thought we'd come on ahead an' see how things was
goin' to pan out afore we let 'em come over."
"That was a good idea, since you knew the men who were
running things here," ·wild answered. "But I guess you
can send over and let them come to-morrow morning.
There's a change already in the camp."
"I should reckon so!" chuckled Cheyenne Charlie.
"But the bad gang hasn't given in altoge~her, ~hough,"
remarked Jim Dart. " I can tell that by thell' actions. A
great many of them seem to like it because their leader has
been downed, but they don't seem to think that they have
been downed yet."
"Well, I reckon ther next time Wild shoots they'll all oe
satisfied to be good in ther future," the scout re'torted.
"We can't expect them to all change in an instant," said
Wild. "It will, of course, take a little time. But the
change has started. The passing of the King Pin of the
Camp is the starter. There isn't another man in the camp
who will try to take his place. I don't think Dead Man's
Mark is much worse than any other mining camp at this
very minute."
That afternoon nearly all the miners went to work.
Those who were erecting shanties stuck right at it until
nightfall, and those who were u?ing th~ p' ck and shovel and
washing the dirt they dug out m the little stream that ran
through the camp seemed to be more in earnest than they
had at any time before.
Len Shaker's party lost no time in getting things in
shape.
Each man staked out a claim on the land that was there
for the purpose, and those who had tents put them up, while
others started right in to build shanties.
Several loads of lumber, ready to put up, came in that
.
.
day from Spondulicks.
, This had been ordered by the followers of the Kmg Pm,
so there would have been no trouble about it if the change
had not taken place in the camp.
When the sun went clown Young Wild West turned to
his two partners and said:
"Well, I guess we have done pretty well for the first day.
We will stay another thirty-six hours and then go back to
Weston."
"I reckon everything will be all right by that time," observed the scout.
"Yes, I feel confident of it," spoke up Jim.
They took a walk around the camp after supper and.
finally brought up at the saloon of Reel Babcock.
Wild had come to the conclusion by th:s time that the
man to be watched the most was Bill Betz, the miner, who
had been forced to get off the claim he had "jumped."
He had talked with seveml of the men, and from them
he had gleamed enough to know that Betz was trying to get
enough on his side to start a crusade against the honest
ones in the camp and take the place of Red Babcock as the
King Pin of the Camp at the same time.
As soon as he became satisfied on this point Wild wanted
to see Bill Betz.
He now came across him, for he was at the saloon talking to the proprietor just as though he was his best friend,
and had no such idea as to plot against him.
The two were leaning against the counter when Wild and
his two partners entere~.
There were a dozen more men in the place.
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Some were standing idly about the room an<l others were
The stroke that did this cut his wrist slightly, and the
playing cards at a table.
villain uttered a yell and dropped upon his knees.
When he was there before our hero had not had a chance
"Am I a liar?" cried Charlie, holding his knife over him
to see what kind of a place the interior of the saloon was, as though he meant to strike him dead.
so he now took a look around.
"No-no!" was the reply. "I'll take it back!"
It was a much neater looking place than one would ex"All r ight. Git up, you measly coyote, an' git out of
pect to find in a town that was sca rcely t wo weeks old.
here afore I change my mind an' carve you, same's I would
"Good-evening, gents!" said Wild, nodding familiarly to a grizzly."
the. men.
·
Betz did not wait to be told twice.
Every one of them responded to the salute except Bill
He made a beeline for the door and got outside.
Betz.
A murmur of approval went up from some of the men
~e merel y scowled and turned his head the other way. present.
"What's the trouble, Mr. Betz? You don't appear to be
They could not help admiring the skill the scout had
shown.
feeling good," our hero r emarked, witl'l a smile.
"I reckon I feel about as good as any f eller in ther camp.
Bill Betz had the reputation of being a great fighter with
An' I know for sartin that I'm jest as good, too."
bowie knives.
"If you ain't as good now you'll be as good when you're
But he had been defeated so easily that it seemed that
dead," ventured Cheyenne Charlie, who, unlike Wild, could he was no more than a child compared with the athletic
not keep from saying jµ st what he thought.
man who had best ed · him so easily.
"Well, I ain't got ,no notion of dyin' jest yet, anyhow,"
"There!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "I guess that
was the bold retort.
fellow has learned a thing or two. "Now, landlord; just •
"No, 'tain't _likely you have."
let us all ha ve a cigar."
Red Babcock walked behind the counter himself and put
"I was run off my claim, but that don't say I'm dead."
"I don't believe you ever had a claim her e," said the out a box.
scout. "You jest waited until some one else got one staked
"Everybody smoke," said Wild, tossing the money on the
out that you thought would suit you an' then when ther bar to pay the bill.
drivin' out of ther honest men took place you simply
Not one of them called for a drink.
They all took cigars and lighted them.
nabbed on it. You're one of ther kind what ain't satisfied
to let well enough alone."
"Babcock," remarked our hero, turning to the proprietor,
Wild did not offer to interfere, so Charlie let himself go "I have an idea that you will do a big business if you run
right on.
your place straight and treat your customers right. You
"Sich measly coyotes as you are are bound to git · good will never succeed in the · long run if you use bulldozing
men in trouble, an' I jest want to tell you that if you fool tactics. The people might stand it for a while, but they
around ine I'll break you in two!"
won't always. Right is right, and when a man sticks to
Wild was watching the fac e of the King Pin as the scout the right he generally wins out."
"Young Wild West," answered the qig man, drawing himtalked to Betz, and he saw that an amused smile played
about his lips.
self to his full height, "I'm goin' to try to do what's right.
There! I've said it, boys. An' I mean to stick to it!"
He decided to let Charlie finish what he had begun.
There was an air of sincerity about him which told
"You think you could break me in two, h ey?"
plainly that he was a changed man.
Betz asked the question hotly.
"I'll shake with you on that," said Wild, putting out his
"I reckon I kin do somethin' like that," was the repl y.
"Well, I don't want no trouble with Young Wild West, hand.
The ex-King Pin of the Camp shook with him and then
but I don't know as I've got a ri ght to take a whole lot
from you. I never done nothin' to you, an' if you come called everybody up to drink or smoke.
Wild and his two partners remained there a few minutes
here to pick a muss with me, jest let yourself go!"
"I didn't come here to pick a muss with you. You was longer and then went back to the camp.
"The King Pin is all right," our hero remarked. "But
ther only one what didn't speak when we co{lle in. You're
mad because Len Shaker run you off his cla'im, an' you've there are others here who do not take kindly to the idea of
been coaxin' some of th er men to stick to you an' clean being honest. They will fall in line before another twentyup ther camp. You've got it all planned to t ake ther place four hours, though."
"Or else some of 'em will fall out of line," said the scout,
of Red Bah<ock an' run Dead Man's Mark to suit yourself."
"You lie!'' hissed the villain, placing his hand on the hilt with a chuckle.
"Wild," said Len Shaker, "I've sent a man over to-night
of his knife.
His action showed plainly tha t he considered that his to bring ther folks over ther first thing in ther mornin'. I
took it on myself to do this, 'cause I thought you'd got
best style of fighting was with the knife.
Cheyenne Charlie shot out his left hand with remarkable things about settled here."
"Well, it is all right. I don't know as a few hours will
quickness and slapped the villain across the mouth, sending
him back against the bar with a jar that nearly took his make any difference. I guess the tough element won't go
to insulting the women folks when they come. If they do
brea th from him.
they will soon be brought down."
'
Then he whipped out his hunting-knife and exclaimed:
"Com e on, you measly coyote."
"Don't kill him, Charlie !" said Wild, speaking for the
fir st time. "Just show him that he don't know how to
handle a bowie."
CHAPTER IX.
"All right, Wild," was the reply.
RECKLESS ROD STEPS UP A LITTLE.
The next moment Betz had recovered himself and drawn
his knife.
Clash!
Things were rather quiet that night in Dead Man's Mark.
The two weapons came together and the fight was on.
But though defeated and warned, Bill Betz did not conThe spectators stepped back and gave the two men plenty sider himself downed.
of room.
He knew he had at least a dozen of the worst men in the
Betz was a heavy man-heavier by several pounds than camp who would stick to him, and he meant to assert his
authority before many hours.
Charlie.
·
But he was not quite so tall, nor was he as active.
When ~e left the saleon, after being told to do so by
The scout acted on the aggressive from the start, and he Young Wild West, he went over to the spot he had pitched·
soon had the villain dodging . all around the room.
his tent upon after being compelled to vacate the claim
belonging to Len Shaker.
Oheyenne Charlie was right in his element now.
He had not been there many minutes when a couple of
"Whoopee!" he shouted. "Come on, you measly coyote!
I'll show you whether I lie or not! I'll make mince-meat his most intimate friends came along.
of you in less than a minute!"
They had heard .of his fight in the saloon and they came'
Then he sailed in harder than ever, and ten seconds later to sympathize witl'i him.
One of them had a botle of whisky and he at once reBill Betz's bowie flew from his hand and struck the counter
with a ring.
moved the cork and passed it to Betz.
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"It's a big change, ain't it, boys?" Betz said by way of
an answer.
"A change ain't no name fur it!" declared one.
"It seems funny what a boy kin do when he makes up
his mind to," added the other.
"But he isn't done yet!" exclaimed Betz. "Do yer know
one thing, boys? Young Wild West has got to go under!
An' so has ther galoot they calls Cheyenne Charlie."
"An' ther other boy, too!" added the man who had
brought the bottle.
"Yes, ther whole three of 'em has got to turn up their
toes. Dead Man's Mark ain't big enough fur them galoots;
they've got to die afore another sunset, or else git out of
ther camp. We had things all our way till they showed
up. But what gits me is ther way they've scared Red Babcock. Why, he's as mild as a kitten now. Jest because a
man gits ther turn on yer don't say that you've got to turn
over a new leaf an' be good. I reckon I ain't any better
than I was since Cheyem:ie Charlie got ther best of me with
ther knives-I'm worse, if anything! I'm goin' to have
satisfacti0n, boys. You fellers stick to me an' we'll have
it all our own way before long. Ther minute we git rid
of Young Wild West an' his pards we'll be all right. We
might have a scrimmage with Red an' some more of 'em,
but they won't amount to a great deal. Red has lost ther
respect of them what was his friends, an' ther gang will
side with us, you bet!"
"That's jest my opinion," declared the f ellow who'vwned
the whisky. "Bill, s'pose we go an' invite some of ther boys
over here? We kin talk over ther matter an' decide on
what's best to be done ? "
"Good! Go ahead! Git some more tanglefoot, too. We'll
need it. Here's ten dollars; stock up good."
He passed the money over and the two villains immediately took their departure.
It was not more than half an hour before they came
back, accompanied by twelve more.
.
That made them count fifteen, all told, and they were
those who had come to the conclusion that Red Babcock
was no good, and that they would take the reins of the
camp government in their own hands.
After a drink all around they started in to talk on the
subject that was uppermost in their minds.
In less than ten minutes it was settled that they should
make a combined effort to get control of the camp and
shoot all those who raised a hand to stop them.
Then it was suggested that a leader be elected.
Some one named Bill Betz, and as he was pretty well
liked by all hands, he was unanimously chosen as leader.
Then they drank and talked till it grew late.
It was decided that the first thing in the morning they
would procl1ed to show their authority.
But it was not the first thing in the morning, by any
means, for the liquor they had imbibed and the lateness of
retiring made them sleep a little longer than usual.
Bill Betz was one of the first to get up and show himself
at the saloon where they had agreed to meet.
It was past eight o'clock, but that made no difference to
him.
The gang began to collect, and in less than half an hour
the whole fifteen were present.
Then Bill Betz opened up the game.
"Dead Man's Mark is goin' to be run ther way we want
it run, an' not ther way Young Wild West says!" he exclaimed, looking at the big owner of the place.
"Well, Bill," was the reply, "if you take my advice you'll
go it a little easy. You know what Cheyenne Charlie done
to you last night!"
"Yes, I ain't forgot that. But you jest wait an' see
what'll be done ~o him if he don't make himself scarce
afore sundown!"
"Well, I ain't no hog; I've got enough! You go on, an'
it may be that you'll get that last of ther six shots that
Young Wild West is savin'."
"I won't git none from you, though, Red!"
"I don't know about that. I want you to know that I kin
jest shoot as straight as I ever done. I'll drop you too
quick to talk about, Bill Betz! Jest take your hand off
your shooter or you'll be a dead man!"
He had him covered before the words- left his mouth.
That put a , damper on the aspirations of the fifteen villains right at the start.
They all noticed that the old fire was shining in the eyes

of the man who ·had been the King Pin of the Camp, and
there was not one of them who dared to fire at him.
"Aha!" he exclaimed. "You don't think I have gone
back any do you? Jest because Young Wild West got ther
best of ~1e don't say that you fellers kini does it? Jest
quit your monkey business, now, or there'l be work fur a
grave digger!"
"It's all right, Red," said Betz. "Put your shooter away."
"I wouldn't cave so easy if I wer e you!'. came from the
window, and then a sharp report r ang out.
Red Babcock staggered back and f ell to the floor.
Then the face of Reckless Rod was seen in the window.
"That's the way to do it, boys!" he said. "Now, come
on out; I want to talk to you."
Without another word the fifteen men filed out of the
saloon.
Reckless Rod stood in front of the place waiting for them.
"So there are fifteen of you, eh?" he observed, as he
:1.refully counted them. "Good! I guess we can run the
camp then."
"I reckon we kin," answered Bill Betz.
"That's j est
:hat we made up our mind to do last night. We ha d a
·ectin' over at my tent last night an' ther boys elected me
as a leader of · ther gang. We're goin' to run thingi, our
way"
"Good! Now, let's all go over to your tent and then we'll
hold another meeting. Lead ihe way!"
There was mor e of a command in the way the villain
spoke than anything else.
Some of the men hesitated about going, but when Betz
started th ey followed.
The distance to the villain's cl aim was not far.
As soon as they got there Reckless Rod helped himself
to some -liquor that was in a jug handy by.
"Gentlemen," said he, coolly, as he sat the jug down, "I
am Reckless Rod, and I hail from );uma City. I've got
the fastest horse west of the Mississippi, and don't you
forget it! I've never been whipped but twice in my life,
and Red Babcock and Young Wild West are the ones W?O
whipped me. Red Babcock is dead now, ~nd Young Wild
West is going to follow his example and die before sunset!
I am going to be the boss of this camp!"
"That's all right enough," r etorted Betz, shrugging his
shoulders. "But ther boys elected me to be boss of ther
camp."
"Oh, they did, eh'! Well, they had better vote over aga in,
then. I don't think you are the r ight man in the right
place."
"I ain't, hey?"
"No!"
Betz placed his hand on the b!ltt of ,his r~volve .
.
Reckless Dod did the same thing antl smiled sardomcally
at the man.
The next minute two quick reports rang out.
Both had drawn their revolvers and fired.
But only one of them had aimed true.
It was Reckless Rod.
Bill Betz dropped to the ground with a bullet through
his left breast.
"Gentlemen," he said, waving the smoking weapon before the faces of the gang, "as I am th e man who shot the
King Pin of the Camp, I claim the right of be:ng his successor. Does anybody object?"
At first there was no answer.
Then a low cry of approval went up from several of
them.
"If there's any one else who wants to undertake to run
things, let him speak up. I will run against him and the
man who gets the most votes takes the leadership."
At this juncture the villain he had shot gave a g asp and
e>q>ired.
It sounded like a warning to the men to let Reckless Rod
have his own way in the matter.
"Boys," said the smallest man among them, "all in favor
of Reckless Rod to take ther place of Red Babcock as ther
King Pin of ther Camp, say Ay!"
"Ay!" came from every villain present.
"Contrary, say No!"
·
Not a word came from them.
"Boys; it are unanimous," remarked the little man.
"Thank you, gents!" exclaimed Red Rod, putting his
revolver back in the holster and twisting his handsome
mustache-patronizingly. "You are a wise lot. I assure you.
0
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Bill Betz might have meant all right, but he w·as too dumb
to be a leader. That was the main fault that Red had.
But, gents, in me you have an educated man, and I guess
I have as much nerve as any one you ever saw, outside
of Young Wild West."
The men uttered a cheer, and then the new leader advised
them to all take a drink from the jug.
"Boys," said he a minute later, "we will stay right here
and take things easy for a couple of hours or so. I learned
last night that a man has gone over to Spondulicks to pilot
some more people over here to Dead Man's Mark. There is
a lot of women among them, and when they get here we
will start the fun going. We won't shoot any of the women
if we can help it, but--"
"Hooray fur Reckless Rod! He's ther best leader yet!"
cried one of them, and then they all joined in a cheer.

CHAPTER X.
A DISAPPEARANCE.

Young Wild West was watching the bad gang as they
gathered at the saloon.
He had an idea that something was up, but he did not
know what they were going there for.
The west side of the saloon was toward the camp of
Len Shaker, and any one there could see all who approached
the shanty.
It so happened that the window Reckless Rod fired the
shot through was on the other side of the building, so Wild
did not see him.
But he heard the report, and seeing the men coming out
in such a hurry, he knew that something unusual had happened.
"Boys," said he to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, "there
There g-oes a whole
is some crooked work going on.
gang, and, by Jove, Reckless Rod is with them!"
"Some one was shot, I'll bet!" replied Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon we might as well go an' see who it was."
"Just wait till they get out of sight first. They are heading for the place Bill Betz put up his tent on."
As soon as the villains got around a clump of trees. our
three friends made their way to the saloon.
When Wild and his two partners entered they found the
big man in the act of rising from the floor.
He had one hand to the side of his head and appeared
to be dazed.
. "What's the matter, Babcock?" asked our hero, hastening
to his side. "Anything wrong?"
"Yes, Reckless Rod shot at me through ther winder; I
heard his voice an' then I felt myself goin' down. I tried
to keep up, but I couldn't."
Wild saw that his head had been grazed by a bullet.
"It is nothing but a scalp wound," he said. "You've had
a narrow escape, Babcock. But you'll be all right in a
few minutes. The fellow missed putting the bullet through
your skull and you were simply stunned by it, that's all."
"I'm mighty glad it ain't no worse than that, Young
Wild West."
The big man smiled gratefully as the boy proceeded to
dress the wound.When it was done he put out his hand.
"I'm with you through thick an'
"Shake!" he said.
thin. But I've got somethin' to do now that I didn't have
before. I've got to kill Reckless Rod!"
"Well, I shan't advise you in the matter," said Wild.
"You know your own business. One thing I will say, though,
and that is that Reckless Rod is not a fit man to live."
"Well, jest let him poke his nose in that door!" and the
saloonkeeper shook his head meaningly. "He thinks I'm
dead, an' so does ther rest of ther gang, I reckon. But
they'll find me very much alive afore you git ther camp in
perfect trim, Young Wild West."
The man he employed as clerk came in just then, and
after telling him what the trouble was he went to his room
to lie down and recover from the effects of the shot.
Wild knew he would be all right in a short time, so he
led the way back to the camp of the miners.
Some of them did not know that the bad element had
gathered in a gang, so he warned them to be on the lookout.
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It was shortly before noon that the man who had been
sent to Spondulicks the night before rode into town at t~e
head of those he had gone after.
The wagons brought with them boards, nails and other
material necessary to build shanties with, and when Len
Shaker's crowd saw them coming they broke into a cheer
that could have been heard half a mile.
There were four men among the new arrivals and the
rest were women and children.
Twelve o'clock the men who had been at work came
along on their way to the saloon of Red Babcock. which was
the only place of its kind in the camp.
"It makes it more like real liv:in' to see ther wimmin
around, even if you ain't got no wife yourself'," one of them
remarked to Wild as he went by.
Wild laughed and the fellow passed on.
Len Shaker called him over then and proceeded to introduce him to every new arrival individually.
There was one very pretty young lady among them who
bore the name of Jessie Taylor.
"Oh, I have seen Young Wild West!" she exclaimed, as
she shook hands with him. "I have seen him in Soondulicks and also in Weston. I have lived in Spondulicks for
two months you know. We came from Dubuque, Iowa." .
She told Charlie and Jim that she had seen them, too,
and they agreed that she was a very sprightly young girl.
"You take my advice, miss. an' don't you go away from
ther camp," said Charlie. "There's a lot of bad men hangin' around these diggin's, and there's no need of you gittin'
insulted by 'em."
The scout was not very serious when he was advising
the girl but it was brought to him with considerable force
half an' hour later, when her father gave it out that she
could not be found within sight of the camp.
"She's went off an' got lost, or else them measly coyotes
has got hold of her," was the first thing t~at Chai:lie said.
In a minute or two the parents of the missing girl came
to Wild and urged him to go and look for her.
Of course, he was more than willing.
Calling Charlie and Jim, he at once set out to make a
tour of the camp.
"A foolish gal," saiq the scout, shaking his head. "She's
got an idea that she kin go where she's a mind to, an' that
no one will bother her. Why, them fellers what's got together to run things here would jest like to git hold of ther
gal! They could hold her an' make all so1ts of threats till
her friends would be willin' to give 'em most anything to
git her back."
"That is very true," answered Wild. "But whether she
is foolish for straying away or not, if the scoundrels have
got her they will have to give her up pretty quick, and you
can bet on that! If I find that they have got her a prisoner
I will just order them to release her. If they don't do it
lead will begin to fly!"
Our friends knew about where the fifteen villain were
located, so they headed that way right at the start.
They soon came in sight of the gang.
The tent was not big- enough to hold them all, so they
were gathered outside of it.
Wild quickly counted those he saw and found there were
fourteen of them.
The three walked along leisurely, and when they got a
little nearer Reckless Rod came out of the tent.
When he saw Young Wild West and his two partners
1
approaching he showed signs of uneasiness.
But he put on a bold front, for all that.
Wild came to a halt about a hundred feet from the tent.
.
"Hello!" he called out.
"Hello!" answered Reckless Rod.
"Are you in charge of that gang?"
"I don't know. Why?"
"I simply want ,to know who is in charge.
"Well that's none of your bus;ness, Young Wild West.
We are here minding our own business, so just go and mind
yours."
"I've got business right here, so I can't go yet. I want
to look inside of your tent."
"Well, you can't look into <;mr tent. _We_ ~I protect
our property if you attempt to mterfere with it.
"All right! Then y~u will be the first man. to ~o down~"
and as quick as a wmk our hero swung his rifle to his
...b.aulder and covered the scoundrel
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At this those of the gang who were sitting on the ground
made moves to get up.
"Stay right where you are, you measly coyotes!" sang
out Cheyenne Charlie. "There's fifteen of you, an' there's
only three of us, but I reckon we kin make short work of
you when we git started. Jest plea se do somethin' to git
me started, won't you? I'm itchin' to make lead fly amongst
you!"
The men sat right where they were.
"Come on, boys!" exclaimed Young Wild West. "Shoot
the first man who raises a hand!"
He walked boldly toward the tent, followed by Charlie
and Jim, who had now drawn their revolvers and kept the
men covered.
.
"Oh you can look inside the tent if you want to," said
Reckless Rod.
"There is nothing there but some dried
leaves and blankets and an empty jug. Come on and look
in if it will do you any good."
Wild did look in.
But one glance told him plainly that the missing girl
was not there.
Nor had she been there, if appearances went for any·
thing.
Just the vestige of a smile played about the lips o'
Reckless Rod.
Wild did not fail to notice it.
But he said nothing just then.
He had an idea that the villain knew . something about
the disappearance of the girl, but to make him tell just
then would be a difficult matter.
"Boys," he said, as they walked away from the place,
"the young lady is not there, but I am satisfied that Reckless Rod knows where she is."
"What are you going to do about it?" queried Jim.
"Look aroQ_nd for her, and then if we can't find her we
will fetch a dozen men here and make him tell us where
she is."
That's th er ticket!" exclaimed the scout.

•

started out in search of some game. Do you belong at the
mining camp?"
•
"Yes, sir," answered the girl, pleased at the compliment
paid to her by the villain. "Yes, sir, I belong to the place
they call Dead Ma n's Mark. It is a horrible name for a
place, too, and I think they ought to change it."
"I should say so!" he exclaimed, stepping a little nearer.
"I was going to stop at the c~mp myself, ·but I heard they.
were a very rough lot of men there, and I thought I would
not. My camp is about a mile from here, and I have unconsciously walked pretty near to the place. I had not the
least idea that there were ladies here, though."
"Oh, there are several," replied the girl. "We only arrived a short t ime ago, though."
He appeared to be so agreeable that Jessie Taylor did
not fear him in the least.
She walked to meet him and started in to talk w1th him,
having heard that ladies in the wild West were not formal
in making acquaintances.
Meanwhile the villain was looking around sharply.
He noticed that there was a boulder near the mouth of
a little cave that was there and that it could be easily rolled
so it would effectually block the opening.
It occurred to him that he would score a point against
· Young Wild West if he captured the girl and confined her
in the cave.
To think with him was to act.
Suddenly he sprang forward, and, knocking the rifle from
her hands with one hand, placed the other over her mouth
and held fast to her.
His action was entirely unexpected and she fell an easy
victim to him.
Reckless Rod gave a low whistle and the next minute one
of his rascally followers was on hand.
"Help me bind and gag her-quick!" he exclaimed. "We
will put her in that cave for the present. I guess we
will have things our own way before very long."
The man produced a rope and the girl was quickly bound.
Then a handkerchief was ti ed over her mouth so she
could hardly utter the least sound.
But by the time they had bound and gagged her the poor
girl fainted from fr ight.
CHAPTER XI.
Then the two scoundrels lifted her and carried her to the
THE GIRL IS FOUND.
cave.
It was a rather small opening, but they found that it was
Let us find out just what happened to Jessie Taylor, the. quite dry inside, so they placed her there.
girl who was so strangely missing from the camp.
"Now just push that stone in front of the hole and noHaving come from the East and being desirous of getting body will ever know that ther e is a cave there," said Reckthoroughly acquainted with the place that was to be her less Rod. "We won't have to leave her there very lQng.
home. the girl thou_g-ht she would take ::,, look at her sur- As soon as they have searched for her and given her up as
roundings, notwithstanding that she had been warned out lost we can t ake her to our camp."
to _g-o away from the camp.
"All right," answered the man, and then he rolled the
Her fath er and younger brothers were busy at work in stone over .
erecting a shanty to live in until they could get something
As it fell into place the opening was completely covered,
better, and while her mother arranged the things that they so it would take a pretty sharp pair of eyes to discover it.
needed to cook with, Jessie picked up a rifle that belonged
"Ain't she likely to die, Rod?" asked the villain's comto her brother and stole away into the woods.
panion, as they st arted back for their quarters.
She knew how to shoot, and it was 1\.er ambition to shoot
"Oh, she will be all right, I guess," was the reply. "Let's
something that was good to eat just then.
get back as soon as possible, because I have an idea that
Had the girl known that Reckless Rod a nd his foll owers t hey will come t o our camp looking for her, and we want
were watching her as she left her relatives and friends the to be there when that happens."
chances are that she would have turned back.
So they hast ened back and were there when our friends
But she did not, and all unconscious of the danger that came to seek the missing girl, as has been stated.
threatened her, she worked her way through the thicket.
But let us return to t he fair captive.
She had not gone more than two hundred yards from the
It was easily an hour before she came out of her faint.
line of the mining camp when she suddenly emerged upon
Frightened and hardly reali~ing what had happened, the
a scene that looked very pretty to her.
girl st rove to get up.
It was a little glen where a stream of sparkling water
Then for the first time she found that she was bound.
dashed down from the rocks above and whirled along into
She came very near dropping off in another swoon, but
the brook that ran through the camp.
she struggled to throw off the feeling, and finally did so.
"It will be fine in summer to come here and read " she
Then she did what any one would have done under the
,murmured. "I will fix a seat on that rock there and 'spend circumstances.
·
my idle time here."
She made an effort to get her hands free.
She walked up to the rock in question and took a seat
It so happened that the villain who had bound her had
on it just to see how it would be.
not been very careful how he did it.
For five minutes she sat there looking around taking
In less than five minut es J essie Taylor had her hands
everything in that she saw with a critical eye.
free.
Suddenly she heard a footstep, and, turning, saw a rather
Then she tore the improvised gag from her mouth and
handsome man approaching.
let out a cry for help.
It was Reckless Rod.
But the noise made by the tumbling rill almost drowned
''Beg pardon, miss," he said, pausing and dropping the her voice, and she very quickly realized that if any one
butt of his rifle to the ground. "I had no idea that I was heard her they would have to be pretty close by.
going to look upon such a picture of loveliness when T, When she had removed the rope entirely from her form
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enne Charlie. "There ain't no jail any nearer than Sponshe got upon her feet and fo~nd that her head ju~t touched I dulicks
or Weston, an' we ain't goin' to take ther trouble to
the roof of the cave.
there."
him
hustle
The daylight came in around the edges of the opening
"You are not going to let him go, are you?" asked Jessie,
where the boulder did not fit and she could easily tell that opening
her eyes in surprise.
was m~ere she had been brought in.
"I reckon not, miss."
Nervmg herself for the task, the girl strove to push the
"What do you intend to do with him, then?"
·
boulder away.
"Don't ask me, miss. I'd hate to tell you jest what I
task.
the
to
equal
not
was
strength
But her
oughter to be done with him-wh at most likely will
think
tears.
of
flood
a
into
burst
and
down
sat
Then she
·
with him, I reckon."
done
be
her,
to
d
happene
have
could
that
thing
T~at was the best
die with his boots on, as they say in
will
l
scoundre
"The
her
gave
and
extent
certain
a
to
mind
for it 1·elieved her
the West here," spoke up the girl's father, who had been
courage to act.
called back from the search.
voice.
her
of
top
the
at
"Help-h elp!" she cried
"That's jest what's ther matter!" declared the scout. "I
But only the echoes came back to her and the water feel
it in my bones that Reckless Rod is goin' to die with
from
tumbled
it
as
ever
than
seemed to make more noise
on."
boots
his
above.
At this juncture the man who was known as Tom Bogart
Again she shouted.
came up.
But there was no reply.
"There's somethin g goin' to happen," he said to Wild.
"I must get out of here!" she cried. "Oh! to think that "Ther
gang over there are headin' fur Red's saloon."
prisa
me
make
the stranJer could be such a villain as to
are, eh?" retorted our hero. "Well, never mind
"They
be
must
he
onei: here. I must get back to the camp and
boys. We will go over and meet them."
horses,
your
punished for this."
young lady who was lost?" asked Bogart,
ther
that
"ls
Then her eyes happene d to light upon her rifle.
Jessie.
at
looking
it
so
Reckless Rod had placed it in the cave with her
"Yes," was the reply from the young lady herself. "I
would not serve as a clew to her friends in finding her.
I have seen you before."
think
It occurred to her that it would be a good idea to dishave, miss, come to think. It was three days ago.
"You
weapon.
the
charge
to ther Widder Mount over in Sponduli cks
talkin'
was
I
it.
hear
surely
would
one
Some
called her to come in ther,Jiou se fur somethin '. "
you
when
a
through
muzzle
the
pushed
she
rifle,
the
up
Picking
"That is right, sir. No wonder the widow decided to
crack that was between the boulder and the side of the come
to Dead Man's Mark with us! She wanted to be close
trigger.
the
pulled
opening and
you were, I guess."
where
to
Crack!
and the miner looked surprise d; "she didn't
"Why!"
of
roar
the
above
y
distinctl
quite
out
The i:eport rang
yer, did she?"
with
over
come
.
the falling water.
did . . Mary, come here! Your sweethe art
she
ly
"Certain
voice.
her
of
top
the
at
"Help, help!" she shouted
you."
see
to
wants
girl.
the
through
shout
joy
of
The next minute a thrill
Then a comely-l ooking young woman stepped from beSomebod y was working to move the boulder.
one of the wagons, blushing as she came.
hind
her
placed
had
who
But what if it should be the villain
Tom" she said. "Have you quit drinking yet?"
"Hello
there?
have. Young Wild West sot me to thinkin',
Mary,'!
"Yes
cara
slipped
y
As this thought struck her she hurriedl
mind last night that I'd never · touch a
my
up
~ade
I
and
back,
tridge in the breech of the rifle and then stepping
as long as I live. I'm a great
ag'in
stuff
ther
of
drof
held it in readines s to shoot him.
before, Mary. I hope you'll
was
ever
I
than
better
dea
then.
Jessie Taylor certainly meant business just
now."
me
marry
to
mind
your
up
ma:rn
saw
But the next second the boulder rolled away and she
"I will see what Young Wild West says about it," she
standing there Young Wild West and his partners !
.
,,
answered , an~ then she_ ran away.
"Oh!" and with a sigh of relief she dropped the rifle.
decide the matter now, our hero called
to
time
haven't
"I
fainted
and
Wild
of
arms
the
in
herself
Then she flung
out. "Wait a while and I will be on hand to serve you."
again.
that was cove:ed
I He looked across the uneven ground
lost
the
finding
in
long
been
not
had
Our three friends
and stubble and saw a crowd of men walking
bushes
with
girl.
the direction of the saloon.
They had discover ed her trail through the woods shortly in He
counted them and found ~he_re ivere fourteen of ~hem.
after they left the bad gang.
of their number was missmg ..
One
g
searchin
were
men
While her father and several of the
"It is Reckless Rod. I don't see him among them."
elsewhe re they h ad followed her footmar ks and reached
"You're right, Jim."
the glen just as she discharg ed her rifle.
"There he comes now!" exclaime d Charlie. "He's on his
They plainly heard her cries and then it was but the
.
horse, too!"
work of a moment to pull the boulder aside.
"A}i!" said ":ild. "That means that m_ cas~ he makes
"Let us get back to the camp as quickly as possible, " a failure
of takmg charge of the camp he is g~mg to leave
said our hero. "Hurry, boysl Keep a watch for Reckless mighty sudden. Fetch Spitfire here! He shan t get away,
Rod and the rest, too!"
.
.
.
hurried I'll be bound!"
Jim Dart picked up the girl's rifle and then they
Rod rapidly overtook the walking_ gang of vilReckless
.
·
unaided.
her
carrying
Wild
camp,
the
to
back
and when he rei:ched them he _brought his horse down
They got there without meeting any of the villains and lains,
.
.
and took his p~ace at their head.
walk
a
to
the
restore
to
best
her
doing
soon
was
mother
the overjoye d
the crowd broke mto a song and began fir~ng their
Then
,
sness.
consciou
to
girl
revolver sofoff.
· t es lh'is was accomp ris h ed .
the bullets came toward our friends.
I a f ew i:nmu
Some
n
West regame .is it?" Young Wild
·
t
th
"S
her
found
~nd
eyes
her
"W 11 1 -11
0
When Jes~ie Taylor opened
d h'·
a is your
delight.
of
11
tears
1
wept
she
, . WI
over
.e
bendmg
ion.
sta
mother
is s~rre
'd marked, as he mounte
reTell us how you came to be in th e cave, ,, W'ld
sai , soon fix you fellows. I have Just got one shot m this this
i
.
used in
when I fire it it will be six I have
and
volver,
.
.
it!"
help
up.
st~p pmg
I d 't · t d to fire any more if I can
.
. I met a strange man m ~he glen, and while he was talkon m en
mg to me he knocked the. rifle from my hand and placed a camp.
nothing
heard
I
and
whistled
he
Then
hand over my mouth.
more, for I was so much frighten ed that I fainted."
CHAPT ER XII.
"Ah! what sort of a looking man was he?"
villain.
the
of
on
CONCLUS ION.
She gave an exact descripti
"Well, he
"So it was Reckless Rod, eh?" said Wild.
Bob Babcock was up and around when the villains came
must have got back to his quarters pretty pick, too. Well, toward his saloon.
sort
the
of
I guess he will wish he had not tried anything
He saw them coming and he got ready for them.
.
before he is many minutes older."
Knowing that they thought he was dead, he meant to
the
d
"The scoundre l ought to be sent to jail!" exclaime
them to a surprise.
treat
mother, with flashing eyes.
But he meant to be true to his word and not attempt to
"I reckon we won't take all that trouble," spoke up Chey-
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Whiz!
wreak vengeance upon Reckless Rod until th<.: scoundrel
st arted at him.
He let it go, and with great accuracy it settled about the
On came the villains, ~inging and firing, and by the time head and shoulders of the villain, though he tried hard to
they g?t there all the mmers quit work and came up to see dodge it.
A word from Wild and Spitfire reared on his hind legs
what it all meant.
. Reckless Rod halted in front of the saloon and took off and then after one leap braced himself. The la1·iat tightened and Reckless Rod was whisked from
his hat.
"Bo)'.s!_" he called out to the men who had belonged to the saddle.
th e original lot of bad men, "I am the King Pin of the
A deafening cheer went up from the crowd, and, casting
You'd better throw your weight with me. a look toward the saloon, Wild saw that all the men were
Camp, now!
There s plenty of gold-dust to be dug out here in these mingled, the bad ones and all.
Reckless Rod had not been hurt much by the fall and he
parts, and there's plenty of tools right here to do it with.
You were here ~rst, and that means that it belongs to you. was getting upon his feet.
Suddenly he began firing at the boy from both his reYb ou are not gomg to stand idly by and see others get the
' vofvers.
enefit of what you discovered, are you?"
A couple of bullets whistled dangerously close to the
. There was no reply, though there were a few who thought
head of our hero.
it was a very good argument he used.
As Reckless Rod was in the act of firing at him again
It was at this juncture that Young Wild West rode up.
Wild quickly leyeled his revolver and fired.
~Meck!~ ~od turned pale w~en. he sa~ him. .
That settled it!
. en, cned Wild, m a rmgmg voice, "this fellow is
The villain dropped face to the ground.
trymg to ~ead rou astray. Your own hearts ought to tell
Wild knew that he had not made a miss of the mark he
you that right IS better than wrong any time. But it matte~s not to me _what any one thinks, Reckless Rod is not had aimed for, so he turned his horse and, rode back to the
gathering of men.
gomg to bo~s this camp!"
Then every man in the crowd exercised his lungs.
"You're nght he ain't!" exclaimed a deep voice, and then
Our he:ro simply bowed and then dismounte~. .
the door of the salo~n opened and Red Babcock stepped out,
The fourteen men who had been ready to kill him but a
a_ bandage around his head and a revolver in his hand. "I
am't _dead yet, not by a jugful! If there's any king pin few minutes before were shaldng hands with thqse who had
broken from them and all seemed to be delighted.
to this camp it's Yo»ng Wild West, Reckless Rod!"
"I reckon they've all been brought to. their senses, You~g
The d~rk-s~nned villain clutched the· bridle-rein he
six
grasped in his left hand and looked from Wild to the Wild West," said Red Babcock, steppmg up. "Your
shots has turned a bad camp into a good one, an' don't you ·
saloon-keepe1·.
forgit it!"
Ther~ was murder in his eyes.
"Well" answered our hero, "I did say that six shots
But it was plain that he was afraid to draw his revolver.
right
Suddenly he ~heeled his horse and dashed away with the ought t~ make a change here, and I am g-Iad I was
when I said so. But I am sorry that one of the shots had
speed of the wmd.
for me to
Wild was expecting just such a move, and like a shot he to take a life, too. There was no other course
pursue, however, and Reckless Rod simply got his just
was after him.
deserts. He died while he was trying to drop me, and he
"L~ave him to me, boys!" he cried. "I will take him!"
Evidently Reckless Rod was not over-acquainted with the left a fine horse behind him, besides what money and vallay of · the land about Dead Man:s Mark for he headed uables he has on his person. Does any one know anything
straight for the glen where he had left the' girl in the cave. about him, whether he has any relatives or not?"
"He's got a wife in Deadwood!" spoke up one of the
The side of the mountain was so steep there that no horse
"He
in the world could have ascended it, and when he got there men who had been a willing follower of the villain.
told me about it last night. She's stoppin' at her brother's,
he quickly realized it.
He turned in the saddle and saw that Young Wild West who keeps a hotel over there."
"Very well, then, she shall have what he has left behind
was close behind him, swinging a lariat with his right and
him."
holding a revolver in his left hand.
"Young Wild West," called out Red Babcock a few minThe villain was desperate now.
"You will never take me alive, Young Wild West!" he utes later. "I want you to do me a favor."
"What is it?" asked Wild.
cried, turning his horse so the animal headed almost straight
"I want you to git up on this ba~l'el here and make ther
for the claims the men under Len Shaker had settled upon.
"Oh, yes I will!" was the reply, in a cool tone of voice. boys promise that they'll do ther right thing hereafter."
"Well, I will do that," and he lost no time in leaping
"You are too much of a coward to shoot yourself. I will
get you if I have to put the last shot I intend to fire upon the barrel.
The men cheered him so much that it was hard for him
through your spine and render you helpless. If you fire just
to get a chance to say anything.
•
one shot I will do that, so look out!"
_Bu~ he did after ~ while, and he _made ~ n'"~t little speech,
Then the villain completely lost his nerve.
He did no offer to fire, but put the spurs to his horse. wmding up by askmg. them to raise _thel1' right hands and
.
On he dashed, riding in a ciri!le that would just skirt say that they_ wer~ goll!-g to _d? the right tlung.
They all did this q'":te w1lhn~ly, and then, Young Wild
the camp of ' the miners from Spondulicks and fetch him
West concluded that his work rn Dead Mans Mark was
back to the saloon, if he kept on that way.
W'ld
y
t
h
He looked over his shoulder and saw the sorrel steed gain- doAne.
West and his partners rode
i
n our 1a er oung
ing slightly on him.
There was something remarkable in this, since Young away from Dead Mans Mark, satisfied that ther would be
.
no further trouble there..
Wild West did not have hold of the bridle-rein.
Spitfire was following the black horse of his own accord. . They ~ent to Spondulicks, where Wild had no trouble
Wild saw thAt he was gaining, but he did not put his m collectmg the money from the tavern-keeper that he and
Reckless Rod had wagered.
horse to spurt; yet.
Then he went ~ver to Weston, and two ~ays later Tom
He worked off a little to the left so he would be bound
Bogart and the widow came ov~r, accomparued ?Y a dozen
to force the fugitive around toward the salqon.
who ~anted to see them marned, and the ceremony took
The move worked to perfection.
When the exciting race had lasted about three minutes place m due form.
Reckless Rod suddenly found himself heading straight for
·
the saloon.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
He was not more than two hundred yards from it.
AT THE LITTLE BIG HORN; OR, THE LAST STAND
the
to
take
to
left
the
to
turn
sharp
a
made
he
Suddenly
OF THE CAVALRY."
woods in the rear of Red Babcock's shanty.
horse.
his
spurted
Wild
that
then
was
It
Like a meteor the sorrel darted after the black, closing
the gap rapidly.
judging the distance now, his lasso whirling
in ~~d
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CURRENT NEWS
After being completely buried at the bottom of an
eighteen-foot ditch for 20 minutes, Wayne Richardson, a laborer fro mClay Centre, Kan., who was
working on the construction work in the draining
district of North Lawrence, was rescued alive without apparent injury one day recently.
Fear of c<;>mpulsory military service has resulted
in an exodus of foreigners from Canada to the
United Slates. 'I'he migration, chiefly from the
cities, has interfered ·seriously with many Canadian
industries. In ·order to keep the workmen in Canada the Dominion Government has issued a statement that compulsory military service is not under
· consideration.
I

Almost 8,000,000 trees will be available. for next
spring's reforesting operations from the stock now
in the Pennsylvania State Forest nurseries. This
is an increase in production over last year of about
30 per cent., and is the largest number of seedlings
ever grown in the nurseries. Last year private
individuals planted 1,500,000 trees furnished by the
· Department.
Three hundred persons have been killed and many
- injured in a disastrous earthquake in central Formosa, according to special despatches from Taihoku, the capital of Formosa. It is estimated that
1,000 houses Have been destroyed. The city of
Nanto has been damaged extensively by fire. The
island- of Formosa lies between the Philippine Islands and Japan and is owned by Japan. The city
of Nanto is situated in the central part of the island, ·
about 100 miles south of Taihoku.
For discriminating against two uniformed enlisted men of the U. S. Navy in refusing to ,allow
them to sit in a box for which they had purchased
tickets, Henry Traub, lessee of a thea: re in Brooklyn, N. Y., was fined $250 by the Justices of the
Special Sessions Court, in that New York city borough, on January 11. In fining Traub, Justice McInerney said: "The uniform of a United States
sailor must be respected. A sailor has just as much
rights as any civilian." Before sentencing the defendant, Justice Mclnerney read a communication
from Rear Admiral Nathaniel R. Usher, commandant of the navy yard, New York, in which adequate
punishment was urged. Admiral Usher feared the
effect on the present preparedness movement in the
ev.ent that discriminations against United States
uniforms were allowed to go unpunished.
Linton Watters of Georgia, who returned recently on the Trinidad liner Maraval, reported that he
had found alumintlm deposits in Dutch Guiana. He

made a ten months' prospecting trip far up the
great rivers of Guiana looking for pay dirt. "As
the aluminum beds of Tennessee, Georgia and
Arkansas show signs of giving out," said he, '·we
have got to hunt up new deposits. I made a prospecting trip of 200 miles up the Surinam River,
after getting a provisional concession from tne
Dutch autliorities. Our party found bauxite and
other mineral deposits from which aluminum can
be extracted. These new fields may be very rich
and may mean a good deal to those interested in
the aluminum market just now with the American
deposits on the down grade. Undoubtedly the
Dutch authorities will give us a concession to develop the new fields."
Electrical fire logs, which have been used on the
stage for several years, are now available for other
uses. These fire logs are made of imitation wood,
consisting of three or more logs naturally grouped
for interior fireplaces and outdoor camp-fires. The
logs are of translucent material and asbestos, /reinforced with metal, and are made hollow for the insertion of electric bulbs. The bark and cut ends
of the logs are artistically designed and hand painted to give the natural appearance of partially
burned logs. By properly shading the translucent
and opaque parts and providing for reflection from
below, the logs when illuminated glow with the natural bright and darker shading of burning wood
logs. The fire logs can also be obtained in the form
of a large wood log with imitation ash heap, for
large old-fashioned fire-places.
In accordance with the experience of the war, the
gun practice of our baittleships has b~en carried
out at ranges far in e~cess of any heretofore prescribed. A comparison with the year 1914, when
full charges were used in guns, shows results gratifying to the Navy Department. The individual
practice of the main battery guns was conducted
at a mean range of over 15,000 yards, as compared
with a mean range of 10,000 yards, with the same
guns in 1914. In spiJte of an increase of over 50
per cent in range, the percentage of hits was not only
maintained, but showed a slight increase. We are
glad to note that full charges are being used; for,
when three-quarter charges were used, the velocity
being less and the angle of fall greater, it followed
that the danger space ait the target and the chances
of hitting the same were reduced. Consequently,
although the gun pointing may have been as good,
the number of hlts made was smaller-a fact which
tended to ,roduce discouragement among the gun
crews. This _factor is of great importance, and in
ou·r opinion greatly outweighs any advantage of
'
economy due to the smaller eh.arges used.
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.PLUCK AGAINST LUCK
OR

THE BOY WHO WOULD NOT GIVE UP
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VII.
BOB UNDER ARREST.

"I don't understand," he said. "Why do you ar_., rest me? What is the charge_?"
The sheriff drew out the warrant and said:
"It was forwarded me from New York. The
charge is forg~ry of a note for fifty thousand dollars
and the name of the person who swears out the warrant is Albert Clark."
"Bert Clark!" gasped Bob. "This, is some of his
rascally work. I have never given anymie a note
·
for fifty thousand dollars."
"I dare say,'' said the sheriff, brusquely. "It is a
painful duty, but I must ask you to accompany me."
"Of course, I shall not resist,'' replied Bob. ''~But
I am not guilty."
"That is for you to prove in a court of justice."
"And I will do so!" cried Bob, angrily. "Bert
Clark will get the worst of it if he tries any such
vile games on me. Where are you going to take
me?"
"To our town lock-up. An officer will be up from
New York on the next train after you."
"This is an outrage!" exclaimed Rori. "But I
will go wit'- you. Jed, look after the farm until I
come back."
The country boy's eyes were wide open with
astonishment. But he replied:
"Yu kin bet I will! I know yu ain't guilty, Mr.
Bob, an' I'll stand for yu."
"That's all right, Jed. All right, sheriff, I would
like to send a telegram to my lawyer in New Yo:r:k."
"Well, before you go," sara Uriah Benson, stroking his chin whiskers, "I want to .s ay a leetle some,
thing to .you."
"All right,'' said Bob. "What is it, sir?"
"I s'pose you know that I am the real owner of
this farm now."
"No," replied Bob, coolly. "When did you pay the
little mortgage note on your store for two thousand
dollars which was found among father's papers?"
"A year ago/7 declared Benson, coolly. "I have
the discharge, and it's recorded."
"Very clever, Mr. Benson. You are a very shrewd
old chap," S!,;lid Bub, icily. "But I want to tell you
that forging notes is a very serious matter."

"So you are likely to find out,'' said Benson, jeeringly. "They seem to have caught you at it."
Bob trembled with rage. The cool audacity and
cunning of the old scoundrel was beyond relief.
Bob saw that trouble was at hand. He must see
Lawyer Blake at once. He grew sick at heart.
Was he, after all, to lose every iota of his inheritance by the rascality of dishonest men? Certainly
·
luck was all against him.
But he did not lose his pluck. If the farm was
swept away from him he would indeed be penniless,
and have to begin life all over again.
But Bob knew that the charges against him might
fall flat. In that case he might be able to unmask
Clark and yet regain his own.
He knew that Bert Clark, while fully as great a
scoundrel, was not nearly as shrewd and clever as
his father had been. He might stumble.
"Uriah Benson," said Bob sternly, "your claim on
this farm is false, and you know I wifl fight it to the
end. You shall never rob me of my inheritance."
"I shall claim my own,'' said Benson, in a steely
voice. "This cat-and-dog gang you have got here
must get out. The foreclosure process will be executed to-morrow, Then I shall assume charge
here."
"If you dare to cross that threshold or trespass
on this property it will be the worse for you," cried
Bob angrily.
Beson snapped his fingers.
"Bah! Threats don 't count! Take him away,
officer! A little restraint will do him good."
Bob was never so angry in his life. He was
tempted to throw the old usurer over the garden
fence. But the sheriff said:
"You can fight it out with him later. Come with
me now."
"Jed," cried Bob.
"Aye, Mr. Bob."
"I leav,e things here in your care. See that no
one trespasses."
"Trust me for that," said Jed, rolling up his
sleeves and rega:rding Benson with an ominous
glare. "I'll be here when you git back. You bet no
one will monkey with things around here while you
are gone."
Bob was about to turn and accompany the sheriff
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when the horn of an automobile was heard. Into
the yard dashed the car.
Bob's face turned crimson. For a moment he felt
as if he would sink into the earth.
On the front seat of the motor car sat Charlie
Dunham. In the tonneau, with eager, radiant face,
was Bessie Dunham.
"Oh, I say, Bob," called out young Dunham,
"we've come after you. We want you to take a fiftymile spin with us."
For a moment Bob could not find voi(i!e. Then he
muttered hoarsely;
"I am sorry. I-I can't go, Charlie. I am in
trouble."
Young Dunham dropped his steering lever and
sprang out of the car. He advanced brusquely, looking at Benson and then at the sheriffi.
"How's this?" he demanded. "What's up?"
"I am sorry to say that this young man is q_nder
arrest," said the sheriff. ·
"Arrest? Absurd! What is the charge?"
"Forgery!"
Charlie Dunham whistled indignantly. Bessie's
eyes flashed, and she also sprang down out of the
car.
"It's a put-up job, depend on it," cried Charlie.
"Bob Cutter never would do anything of that kind."
·'No, Charlie," replied Bob, impulsively. "I would
not. I thank you for your confidence and friendship. The charge is brought by Bert Clark."
"Then you can bet it's a crooked game!" cried
young Dunham. "Don't you mind, Bob. I'll go
bail for you, and Bert Clark will have to prove his
charge."
Bob's heart was quite full. He saw Bessie's face,
and read in it that which thrilled him. She had
faith in him. She did not believe the charge. It
gave him a lion's courage.
"Charlie, you are very kind," said Bob. "But I
won't ask you to go bail for me. My lawyer, Mr.
Blake, will attend to that. It is gratifying indeed
to know that I have your friendship and your confidence."
"You have, Bob?" cried young Dunham, heartily. "Eh, Bessie?"
"Yes," replied the young girl, with flashing eyes.
"We will believe no such charge against you, Bob."
"Thank you," said Bob, feeling his blood tingle as
their eyes met. "It shall be disproved. Luck has
been against me since father died. The duplicity
of his partner Clark has so tied up my inheritance
that ~t looks at times as if I would realize nothing
from it."
"It is an outrage!" cried Charlie Dunham. "Your
father left you a fortune, Bob. I shall go with you,
anyway, and see this matter straightened out."
So, when Bob accompanied the sheriff into town
Charlie Dunham and Bessie in the automobile followed. The sheriff, who was a kindly man, did not
subject Bob to the indignity of going to the lock-up,
and allowed him to wait in the railroad station
until the New York officer appeared.

Charlie then wanted to accompany Bob down to
New York, and give him assistance there, but Bob
said:
"That is not necessary, old friend. My lawyer
will be at the train, and he will quickly fix matters
up. I shall come right back here."
On the run down to New York with the detective
Bob did a lot of thinking. He could hardly comprehend the daring rascality of Bert Clark.
"Of course, i,t is his game?" he muttered. "The
note is an invention to ruin me. I shall need help
now if ever in my life. How will it all end?"
When the train rolled into the Grand Central
station the next morning Bob alighted with the detective. The latter once had flashed a pair of handcuffs. But Bob said sharply:
"I am not a criminal, sir. I shall not give you
trouble."
"They all say that," muttered the detective.
"Well, you have my word !"
Something in Bob's dignified manner restrained
the detective, and he was not handcuffed.
"Your lawyer is not here," said the detective,
with a covert sneer, ·a s they walked down the platform.
Bob was dumbfounded. Lawyer Blake was not
on hand.
"Well, his office is in Nassau street. We will go
there,'' he said.
"Not on yer life," said the detective. "We'll go
straight to the Tombs, and no fooling about it,
either."
Bob felt a chill of horror at the thought of being
confined in prison even for a short time. Why had
Blake failed him?
CHAPTIJR VIII.
THE LAST STROKE.

Bob was in a desperate frame of mind. Why
had not Blake come to the depot to meet him? A
chill of horror came over him. Had the old lawyer
gone back on him?
They entered a cab, and the detective sitting opposite kept a keen eye on Bob, as if he fe~red he
might make a break to escape. Finally he leaned
forward.
"Slip these on," he said grimly. "I'm not taking
any chances."
The folly of resistance was plain to Bob. He
was insulted and hurt. But he made no resistance,
though he was quite full of emotion.
Finally the cab turned down under the Bridge of
Sighs and pulled up at the Tombs entrance. Bob
alighted with the detective, and entered the office.
But once inside he felt a great thrill of relief.
Lawyer Blake and a police inspector stood there.
In an instant the faithful lawyer was at Bob's side.
"It's a cowardly game, Bob!" he cried. "But we'll
beat him. Hello! What's this? Handcuffed! Was
that necessary, officer?"
(To be continued.)

\
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FROM i.4.LL POINT..'i
LEPER AT POKER GAME.
According to testimony offered in the Mayor's
Court, at Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Joseph Norman, a
leper, who is supposed to be under strict quarantine
night and day, left his home at night and went to
the home of a neighbor, where he engaged in a .poker
game.
A fight occurred, according to the testimony, while
the game was on and efforts were made on the part
of some of the poker players to steal a $3 pot.
While the police were getting to the scene to
make a raid, Norman left by the back way, climbed
over several Iences and entered the house which has
been his prison for the last eighteen months. It is
costing the city and the Central Poor Board $3,000
annually for the care of Norman and his family and
for guarding his home.

later was locked in a cell lighted from a window in
the ceiling so that he might not gaze on his fellow
men. He took exercise .apart from other prisoners
and was barred as far as possible from human companionship. Such a record of punishment is rare
m the prison annals of this country.
Now, at the age of 57 years, Pomeroy will move
into a cell where he can see passersby, will be permitted to exercise with other prisoners, sit with
them at the church services and at the prison entertainments, and will have such light work in the
prison shops as his somewhat enfeebled health will
permit. Governor McCall announced that he approved the commutation.
Pomeroy was convicted of the murder of two children, following a series of degenerate acts which
had terrorized the South Boston and Dorchester districts of ,Boston. He was sentenced to be hanged,
but because of his youth the sentence was commuted
to solitary imprisonment for.life. On September 7,
\876, he was placed in his solitary cell at the Charles
Street Jail.

FRENCH PRISONERS PLACED IN FIRING
ZONE.
The following official statement has .been issued
in Berlin:
TRAPPER UNEARTHS GEMS.
"The recent treatment of German prisoners in
cans containing jewelry worth, according
Three
operations
of
district
French
the
of
zone
the firing
was recently pointed, out, and it was made known to estimates, $35,000 were uncovered in a niche
that the German Government had taken measures in a rocky cliff on the George Anderson ranch, east
of Wheatland, Yuba county, Cal., bv Alfred Talbot,
to remedy this intolerable s,tate of affairs.
Talbot, setting his trap in what he thought to be
a
sent
been
"To the French Government had
note to the effect that all prisoners must be trans- a trapper.
Talbot, setting his trap in what he thought to be
ported at least thirty kilometres behind the firing
line; that they must be assembled in well equipped a "coon hole," placed his hands on the cans. He,
camps and put on a footing of equality with French opened them and found them . filled with jewelry,
prisoners of war in Germany in regard to their diamonds, rings, watches and stickpins.
So far Sheriff McCoy has been unable to find any
treatment, mail service and visits by representatives
clue to the owner of the cached jewelry. It is
.
of ,~eutral embassies.
It was announced that m case of refusal several believed to have been cached there at least twenty
.
thousand French prisoners will be transported into . years ago.
almost falling
and
rust
with
red
were
cans
The\
conditions
s:1me
the
to
submitted
an~
the firing zone
;s tlle German prisoners of war behmd the French to pieces. The paper wrapped about the jewelry
was yellow with age. The watches are of a patron ~
"As the French <?overnment had not 3:nsyrered tern in vogue a quarter of a century ago.
Several valuable rings, one with a solitaire diaat the end of the tm~e set, Janu_ary 15, it; IS ansetting valued at more than $300, bracelets
mond
out.
carried
be
w_1ll
now
~eprisal_s
the
nounced th~t
These reprisals w:1ll co1:tmue until the German re- studded with diamonds, ruby and pearl stickpins,
quests are complied w1th by the French Govern- were in the cans.
ment"
Sheriff McCoy believes the valuables unearthed
______
·
by Talbot were stolen years ago from a jewelry
store.
FROM SOLITARY CONFINEMENT TO
ORDINARY CELL.
That somebody recently has been trying to unyears
the cache is tlie opinion of Talbot, who said
forty-one
cover
for
been
has
who
Jesse Pomeroy,
in solitary confinment in the State prison at Charles- there were many evidences that his trained woodstown, Mass., hereafter will have equal privileges man's eye could detect of the earth having been
with other prisoners by order of the executive coun- disturbed as though somebody had been digging and
cil. Convicted of murder at 15, Pomeroy two years wished to conceal his work.
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-OUT FOR . HIMSELF
-

OR-

TH£ HARD FIGHT OF JACK CLARK
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER II.
A STRANGE FRIEND.

"What?" exclaimed Jack in surprise. "Did you
sleep under there all night?"
"Not exactly, my boy. Since midnight. You see,
I got along here about that time and found I couldn't
make the next town, which is High Falls. I thought
I would take the first lodging at hand. A room in
nature's own hostelry, as the poet might say.
Heigho ! There might be better, but it served me
well. And so I am pleased."
He drew a stumpy little pipe from his pocket
and began to light it. His eyes twinkled as they
surveyed Jack critically.
"Not every one understands the true philosophy
of life, my boy," he continued. "The trouble with
human kind is that the natural is sacrificed for the
artificial. The straining for effect obliterates comfort and sense. A light heart and a lean purse is
better than great riches and a sore conscience. Are
you traveling far?"
Jack gave a start, and his face flushed.
"Yes, sir," he replied.
"Ah!" said the other, with interest. "May I ask
where you are going?"
Javk hesitated. He could see no reason for suppressing the truth, so he replied :
"I am going out into the world, sir, to find my
fortune."
There was a moment of silence. The stranger
seemed intent on the lighting of his pipe. In the
same quiet way he asked again:
"Do you expect to find it?"
"I hope to, sir."
"He who seeks shall find!" declared the strange
old man, "but finding may r.ot assure contentment.
However, I wish you success, my boy. Where is
your home?"
"I have none at present," replied Jack. "I left
i,t this morning. I am out for myself."
The old man coughed a little, and his pipe went
out. He put it back into his pocket. For a moment
he looked at Jack in a keen, searching way.
' "My lad," he said in a kindly tone, "i,s it true that
you are setting out alone upon this mission? Is
there no one to counsel or guide you? Where are
your parents?"

"My father is dead," replied Jack. "My mother
is married again. My stepfather gets very drunk.
He does not li1rn me. I cannot stay at home and
see my mother and sister abused. I am going out
to find a fortune so that I can return and protect
and care for them."
Jack spoke in a straightforward, manly way. The
old man averted his gaze. He made no reply for
a moment, but began fumbling at the strap on his
pack.
Finally he raised it to his back.
"Let us walk on together," he said. "We can be
fellow travelers ,.ior a way. Fate leads kindred
spirits into a corr;\"'1.on path. I can only wisl]. you
success."
"Thank you, sir," said Jack. "You are very kind.
I mean to seek employment in High Falls."
"Let me see! Your stepfather's home is in Woodville, you say?"
"Yes, sir."
"And you are only sixteen?"
"Yes."
"I advise you not to stop in High Falls."
"Why not?" asked Jack in surprise.
"It is very obvious. You are a minor, and you
have run away from home. If your stepfather is
disposed to be ugly toward you he can send officers after you and have you placed under restraint."
In a flash Jack saw that this was true. He knew
the crabbed nature of Smith well enough to feel
sure that he was capable of just such a mean act.
Instinctively, and with a feel of dread, he looked
back over his shoulder.
They had walked some distance down the highway. The rattle of carriage wheels suddenly sounded i:q their rear beyond a bend in the road.
"Some one is coming now," said the old man. "Let
us step into the thicket."
They were not a moment too soon. The next
moment a horse and wagon dashed by. . It hetd
two occupants, and with a thrill Jack recognized
them as his stepfather, Judson Smith, and the town
constable.
"It is my stepfather," he gasped.
A grim light was in his companion's eyes.
"I thought so," he said. "I appreciate your position well, my boy, and my sympathy is with you.

,
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I like your looks, and I am glad to offer you my coarse, but well cooked, and the tinker, with his
assistance."
witty stories and genial humor, made the occasion
pleasant.
He placed his pack on the ground.
Farmer Burton and his wife made the travelers
"Let them get well ahead of us," he said. "Now,
Jack Clark, I will introduce myself. I am an intiner- warmly welcome. An hour's work on the clocks
ant .t inker and peddler. My profession may seem paid for the dinner, and Jack and his friend were
humble, but it is honest, and it has been my life- soon once more afoot.
long trade. I am not, therefore, ashamed of it.
Thus for a couple of days they journeyed on toI have seen much of the world in my wanderings. gether. There was a great charm in it all for Jack,
I understand your position well, and I agree with a spirit of freedom and of romance. But the earnyou that you must not go back to your old life. ings were small, and he felt that he must seek an
You are out for yourself, and you must stand to occupation of wider scope.
that principle. They call me Teddy the Tinker, but
The tinker seemed to read his mind, for he said:
my real name is Edward Bulow. Here is my hand.
"Youth seeks heavier burdens. Rest easy, my
I am your friend."
boy; you shall have a chance."
Jack took the hands of this new and eccentric
One evening they wandered down a broad highacquaintance readily. His bosom thrilled, for no way and saw a silver ribbon of water winding down
one had ever before manifested so kindly a spirit a green valley. The church spires and domes of
toward him.
a small city showed beyond. It was Concord.
,
"That is our goal, my boy," declared the tinker.
"I ,thank you, Mr. Bulow," he said . . "You are
very kind. I think I would rather die than to go "You . shall go on, and I will take my leave of you
here, for my footsteps must take me in another
back under my stepfather's rule."
"I admire your spirit, my boy. Now let us go on direction. When you reach the city you may preagain. I am on my way to Boston, where I intend sent this letter at the address written thereon. It
to . procure new stock. If you wish I will be glad will yield you what you desire."
The tinker shook hands warmly with Jack and
to have you for a companion, and we will work
along together. I will teach you the art of pegging then turned into a side-road. As he disappeared
around a bend :f'.or a moment a strange loneliness
a shoe or tinkering a clock. What say you?"
"You are too kind," cried Jack, eagerly. "How came over the boy fortune-seeker.
shall I repay you?"
Then he glanceµ at the address on the letter. It
"The knowledge of a kindly deed is sufficient was written in a clear, legible hand:
reward," replied the tinker, in his philosophical
"Honorable William White. National City Bank."
way. "There is a small city beyond here known
as Concord. I have a friend there who may be
Jack felt a thrill. Did this mean that he was to
able to help you."
Jack's veins thrilled with joy and hope. He felt be given employment at once? In his heart he felt
that he had indeed found a friend. He ex:pressed grateful to the tinker whose friendship he had so
his thanks warmly, and they journeyed on together. strangely formed.
He kept on down the highway until . he entered
But the tinker led the way through side-roads
and by by-paths, avoiding the highway until they the city. It was all new to Jack. He had never
had passed High Falls. At noon they were far seen 'the sights of a city before.
At first he did not know just what to do. He inbeyond that town.
quired
of one of the hurrying passersby where he
And as they walked on Jack found his new-made
could
find
the National City Bank, at the same
friend a man of eccentric mould but wonderful
mind. He proved to be far from the possible con- time showing his letter.
"Oh, that's a little way below here. Turn to your
ception of a man of crude intelligence and narrow
right
first," was the curt information.
character. To the contrary, he wa.s a scholar and
Jack thought city people were hardly as polite
a genuine philosopher. He was a genius in a rough
as they might be. But he went on and walked
setting.
,
"We shall be grea;t friends, my lad," said th'e through one street and another in a puzzling search.
It was certain that Jack betrayed his lack of
tinker, warmly. "And now I begin to feel the
pangs of hunger. Here is the house of a good knowledge of city streets or life, for he was a mark
farmer whose clocks I tinker. He will give us good of attention as he wandered slowly on, staring
at one building and then at another.. People smiled,
fare."
They approached a thrifty homestead and a wo- and some boys unfeelingly shouted :
"Hayseed! Look at ther hayseed!"
man of neat and tidy appearance came to the door.
This very unsophisticated manner of the boy from
"Why, it is our tinker," she cried. "You are welcome, sir, and come in good time. The table is Woodville was speedily the cause of all his troubles,
which were to come upon him thick and fast.
spread. Come right in, both of you."
A few moments later they were sea.ted at the table with the farmer and his men. The food was
(To be t:ontinued.)
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TIMELY TOPICS
GETS A WHITE WEASEL.
its antlers into the horse's side. State laws permit
A white weasel was trapped recently by Lamont the deer to roam at large and forbid any one to
Borton, a young farmer living east of Fayette, 0. molest them.
Old residents say that they were once common in
this territory, but this is the first one that has been
CONVICTS RETURN TO PRISON.
seen in recent years.
Captain J. T. Hazzard, who has been in charge
of the construction w9rk being done on the north
KITE BALLOONS FOR OUR NAVY.
and south highway by convicts in the vicinity of
The U.S. S. "Nevada" and "Oklahoma" are being Whitebird, Idaho, passed through Lewiston the
equipped by the Navy Department for testing kite other day with the convicts enroute to Boise, the
balloons for spotting purposes this year at Guan- weather being such as to put a stop to the work.
tanamo, according to a statement made by Captain
The convict camp was established about eight
Josiah S. McKean, U. S. A., before the House Naval months ago, and during that period approximately
Affairs Committee. They will cost from $4,000 to $18,000 worth of work has been done on the hig-h$6,000 each, · and will carry two men each and will way. Captain Hazzard estimates the work done by
be about 75 to 80 feet in length and 30 feet in dia- this convict labor to be a saving of 30 per cent. over
meter.
contract work.
Sheriff Yates of Idaho County passed through
Lewiston bound to Boise in charge of Amos HolEAGLE IN BALBOA PARK.
A huge bald-headed American eagle shot and dis- comb, a parole convict, who will be returned to
abled by David Goldbaum of Ensenada, while it was the penitentiary, having been caught snatching a
in the act of carrying off a live sheep, arrived at purse from a woman of Grangeville.
San Diego on the British motor vessel Gryme. Goldbaum presented the eagle to the city of San Diego to
THE MUNITIONS INDUSTRY.
be placed in the aviary at Balboa Park. Goldbaum's
The high water mark has been passed in making
bullet bore through one of the eagle's wings, crip- British guns, shells and all kinds of ammunition
pling it. The bird put up a terrific fight before it for the Allied armies. England now faces the large
could be subdued and placed in a cage.
problem of diverting this production into new and
useful channels, by which the nation will again supSTOLEN GEMS RETURNED.
ply the outside world with goods, thus diminishing
Diamond rings and brooches worth $5,000 which . ~he stead_Y. outflow of gold and checking the decline
mysteriously disappeared from the home of Pat- m the British exchange ra~e.
.
rick W. Finn, a contractor, at Anthills, a suburb
~her~ are now 4,6~3 pnyate factone~ and works,
of Altoona, Pa., have been just as mysteriously re- ordmar~ly empl_oyed m various useful kmds of metal
covered.
production, which have been taken over by the GovWhen the family returned from church Christ- ~rnme~~ and are now controlled works. Th~se are
mas morning the stolen gems, wrapped neatly in m addit10n to the regular Government tact~ries.
a little paper ba,g and bound with red ribbon, were " The.re a~; 2,250,000 employes Y0 :kmg i~ these
found hanging to the door knob. While there were co~h olled and Government factories makmg exservants in the house, no one had seen a stranger clusi"."e guns and shells. .
0 duction has now _reached ~
about the premises and the identity of the thief is
!his enormous
still unknown.
pomt where the _eqmpment of the. ar1:1y is approx1- ,
Four men nad been arrested on suspicion.
mately complete m some ~f the mam Imes.
The extent to which this gun and shell output has
grown is shown by figures given at the Ministry of
SUES STATE FOR HORSE.
Munitions. The comparison is made between J,une,
Ralph Humphrey, who lives at Mohegan, N. Y., and 1915, when the war had just got under way, and toowns a farm at Merwinsville, has asked the State day. For every heavy howitzer produced then there
of Connecticut to recompense him for a horse which are 323 produced now; for every field howitzer procame out second best in a squabble with a buck deer duced then there are 46 produced now; for every
medium gun then there are 66 now. The -output of
and had to be shot.
Assemblyman Averill, of Litchfield County, has 60-pounders and 6-inch guns went up eighteen fold
introduced a bill in the Legislature asking that Hum- and l).as now dropped back to twelve fold, as the
phrey be paid $150 for his loss. The horse was supply is too great. As a whole the production
drawing a wagon along the road near Merwins- of guns of all calibres has increased forty-one fold
ville at night when the t~1c.k, frightened by an auto- on those of medium weight and twelve fold on the
-mobile. came charging do<,rn th,?, Wild and nlun1red heavier guns.
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Good Current News Articles

1

and chokes off the draft of her fires, she can throw
behind her a ·heavy cloud of smoke which would be
very baffling to the enemy. If the ship were an oil
bur.ner th'e screen would be particularly effective,
for oil smoke is dense, slow to dissipate, and settles
low upon the water. The submarine would hesitate
to use her superior speed to close in on a ship which
she could not see ' particularly if she knew that the
..
merchantman, as soon as the submarine became v1s1ble through the smoke, would be prepared to open
on her with a 6-inch gun. Merchantmen should be
armed with nothing less than a 4.7 or 6-inch piece,
since these in the hands of a gunner at all expert
would be sure death to a submarine steaming at the
surface. The armament should consist of four of
these guns, one forward, one aft and one on e~ch
beam. The difficulty, of course, would be to provide
I quickly sufficient of these guns to arm the 4,000
ships of 2,000 tons 1and upward, in the British Merchant Marine.

A large deer appeared in a pasture near Estey,
W. Va., in which there were a large number of cows,
owned by W. L. Huffman, and defeated the cattle
Friend-What makes you think Tom has broken
in a pitched battle, goring- several of them to such an his promise to keep straight. Fiancee-Well, he
extent that they later died. The deer was captured brings me more expensive presents that he used to.
and killed by a posse.
Mr.· Oldboy-The mountain air is· very exhilaratOne afternoon recently, as a passenger train on ing. I feel like a two-year-old this morning. Miss
the ·Carey-Findlay branch of the Big Four neared Younger-And you look it, too, fifty times over.
Huber, the brakeman called the town. Then the train
stopped suddenly. A couple of passengers alighted
He-You might at least have given me some
and looked for the town. They couldn't see it. They warning that you were going to throw me over.
then discovered that the engineer had stopped to She-Well, haven't I been nice to you for over a
remove a stubborn dog from the track.
week?

Grins and Chuckles

/

Philip Gardinier, of Nelsonville, N. Y., breathed
easier upon recovering his hat in which he had
sewed $842 in bills. A gust of wind blew it off his
head while he was riding on a train. Gardinier
broke his right arm in his haste to get the improvised banl{ by jumping off, but, despite his injuries,
he searched for the hat and found it in some weeds.

Fond Father-Heaven bless you, sir, for rescuing
my daughter from a watery grave. Think of the
risk you ran. Life-Saver-No risk at all, sir, I'm
married.

A man who wished to take proceedings against a
creditor in &. di.stant town sent a letter addressed :
"To any respectable lawyer in A---" The postThe Department of Commerce announced on Jan- office returned the letter marked "Not known."
uary 20 that its record showed a total gross tonnage
of 1,495,601 in steel merchant vessels under conJaggles-What do you think of the stand taken
struction or contracted for by American shipbuild- by people who won't work for a living? Wagglesers on January 1. Four hundred and three vessels It is altogether too uncertain. Some fellows become
were included in this record-breaking total, many millionaires at it, while others starve to death.
being for foreign account, however. The Bureau of
Foreign and , Domestic Commerce announced that
"It was only five years ago I started in with our
approximately one billion dollars' worth of war mu- firm at five dollars a week," said Bragg, "and now
nitions had been exported to Europe. This in- I earn fifty a week without any trouble." "That's
cludes cartridges valued at $85,000,000; gunpowder, so; it's easy to earn that," replied Newitt, "but how
$250,000,000; firearms, $60,000,000 and other ex- much do you get?"
plosives, $475,000,000.
·
"Like the rest of my sex," said the mermaid, "I
If merchant ships were to make use of the smoke suppose I open my mouth a good deal, but--"
screen, they would find it to be a very effective de- "But what?" interrupted the lobster. "I never put
fense against submarine attacks. If a merchant ship my foot in it," continued the belle of the sea, a_s she
on sighting a submarine turns at once to windward plunged into the surf.

•

--
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AN ADVENTURE WITH WOLVES.
By Kit Clyde.

We lighted a fire to cook our supper, which consisted of turtles that Pepe had brought from the
neighboring marsh, and were laid on the embers,
which the scales could be very
shell side down, after
1
.
easily taken off.
We made a miserable meal. The flesh of the turtles was execrable; it had a strong taste of mud.
Supper over, we proceeded to make our preparation for the night.
In the vicinity of the .marshes, and notwithstanding that the warm season had come, the nights
were cool; it was therefore decided that the fire
should be kept up until the next morning-a matter
easy enough, since the fariUas, among which we
were camping, are shrubs of so resinous a nature
that they feel sticky to the touch, ai1d that even
the green wood burns with a brilliant flame.
For another reason also, we deemed it obligatory
to keep the fire up all night-it was necessary for
our personal safety, inasmuch as we were liable to
be attacked by beasts of prey, which are very common in this part of South America.
It was agreed, as usual, that Charles should keep
watch for the first two hours, and then Luiz.
, Our horses were tethered to the stunted trunk .of
a willow standing some twenty yards away; then
we wrapped ourselves in our ponchos, and with our
feet turned toward the fire, we slept a sleep well
earned by ten hours of slow but continuous travel.
But the sleepers were not more tired than the
watchers. Charles, feeling hjmself compelled to
yield to sleep, could not awake Luiz, who naturally
continued to snore while the fire died down for
want of fuel.
We had been sleeping quietly, when, about 11
o'clock, we were suddenly awakened by a prolonged
and plaintive cry. We sprang to our feet and instictively rushed to our guns-all except Miguel,
who was stirring up ihe ashes in the hope of finding one live ember.
Then several other cries just like the first were
heard, but nearer.
They sounded like the howling of wolves.
"We are ·lost," tranquilly observed our g'uide;
"those are the red wolves."
In the mouth of Barlejo, those three words, We
are lost, had fl terrible significance; they were
equivalent to a sentence of death. Whether it was
natural coolness, or the habitual indifference gained
by an adventurous life, I do not know, but we made
our preparations of defense with all the calm of
men who are not overfrightened by the prospect of
death.
The howlings continued-~ey steadily increased
in volume as they drew nearer-in a little while
they suddE,nly redoubled at a short distance from
the camp.
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We felt especially anxious about our horses.
Armed with our hunting-guns, which we had
charged with buckshot, we were on the point of approaching the poor, animals, which we could ·see
trembling all over by the moonlight, when the
vaqueano requested us to do nothing of the kind.
"Don't bother yourselves about them!" he ex- ·
claimed. "Stand all right there in front of Miguel,
who is trying to start the fire-that is -our only
chance of safety. Silence, now !-and be careful
not to shoot until I tell you!"
At that moment a dozen wolves sprang out of
the cover before us, their eyes glowing in the night
like burning charcoal.
"Eh! what hawseholes !" cried the incorrigible
sailor, Loannec. "Look, Miguel! there is something
.
to light your fire with!"
I struck the sailor on the back of the neck, as a
means of reminding him of the order given; hE
held his peace.
Meanwhile, after a moment's hesitation, the
wolves 9-pproached our horses, which began to perform a singular maneuver. Pressing closely against
one another, with their heads all turned to a ·common center (the willow tree to which they had been
tied), they formed a ring; motionless, presenting
their croups to the enemy, they awaited the attack.
The wolves began to turn around the living circle
-first at a cautious distance, then nearer and nearer-and all at once they leaped at our steeds.
But they had reckoned without their hosts.
At the same moment that the wolves leaped, our
horses-all together, as if moved by one springsuddenly gave a terrific kick; the assailants were
flung ten yards away, and rolled on the ground,
uttering another kind of how I-strange and funereal.
It seemed as if they were calling for help.
"What a magnificent kick!" cried Loannec, with
admiration.
"That howl is a call," said Barlejo, thus explaining to us the difference we had already noticed in
the way our enemies howled. "In a little while
we'll have the whole pack on us."
Barlejo was not mistaken.
Other howls responded to the howls of the wounded wolves, and almost immediately we saw about
fifty rushing in our direction.
"Fire!" commanded the vaqueano.
The new arrivals were received with a volley,
immediately followed by another. Startled by our
firearms, the survivors scattered in all directions
with horrible yelpings. It was the signal for the
general invasion. All the underbrush, which seemed
so lifeless a little while before, now appeared one
enormous lair of wild beasts. Right and left, and
in front, new packs came rushing into the open
space of which we unfortunately occupied the center, so that our enemies were able to surround us.
Volley followed volley, but wolves ever succeeded
to wolvP,s. Every discharge carried d(lath into tb r
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mass of wild beasts, but every cry of death brought a lurid color to all the currounding shrubbery, the
a new pack to the scene. The ground was covered wolves had retreated to a little distance. Like monwith their carcasses-some had been riddled by our sters vomitea from the nether world, they turned
buckshot, others' killed by our horses. Men and swiftly round and round our fire which they dared
beasts defended themselves; yet the more numerous not cross, and which made a sort of rampart for us.
the victims, the more numerous seemed to become Their thousand eyes, which shone like thousands
of burning coals, shot out phosphorescent gleams;
the assailants.
We expected to have them ·upon us at every sec- their howlings, their wild leaps, their enormously
ond; evidently we should never be able to over- enlarged shadows, gave strange and terrible effect to
come the hungry pack who only retreated from the the scene. It suggested fancies of anthropophagi
very flash of our volley. A few minutes more, and dancing the death-dance around their victims.
Suddenly a change, which we could not explain,
we should all be devoured.
Meanwhile we kept on firing-with buckshot, but which we noticed at once, took place in their
small shot and ball. We hardly knew what we were movements. Their leaps became systematically
doing; our brains seemed to boil. We were at the regular; their ranks formed in order; their howlvery white-h,eat of excitement. As for myself, I ings became a chorus, almost a harmony-to disorder succeeded order, symphony to c~cophony. The
thought I should go mad!
Luckily Miguel had succeeded in rekindling the circle which they now made around us was mathematically regular; they wheeled in a gallop, measfire.
"Get behind now!" cried Barlejo; "but take care ured and automatic, like that of circus-horses.
Little by little their course quickened; they benot to turn your backs, and keep on firing."
to gallop with dizzy rapidity, but always at one
gan
Obedient to the orders of the vaqueano, we re1
like cavalry upon a day of review.
pace,
while.
the
all
buckshot
firing
slowly,
treated
"Stop firing!"
Thoughtful of the danger that menaced us, we
At the same time Miguel a nd Barlejo th rew in kept watchil}.g them; we almost admired them. But ·
front of us two blazing fagots, from the vicinity of
the thousands of luminous points whirling around us
which the wolves at once beat a hasty retreat.
In a few minutes we were surrounded by about -appearing all d disappearing with the rapidity of
ten bonfires. While the two gauchos kept lighting lightning, dazzled and fascinated us, like the glittheir fagots at the principal fire, we continued to tering tinsel trappings of th0 se wooden horses circling under a thousand lights at one of our .great
fairs. The howlings, now monotonous and cadenced,
shoot, so as to protect th em.
,.
Then -the fury of the wolves seemed to be turned made us drowsy, made us dreamy.
,.
d tO
·
1· 1 ·
A11d ·
against our horses.
us that we were
m a itt e time it seeme
"Do as I do!" cried the vaqueano, lighting another
being drawn into a great inverse movement; we felt
t
f
along in an hinfernal dance, in a
carried
or dourselves
· a m·nute
agWo e· a 11 f o11 owe d h'1s examp1e, an d 111
.
..
1
our orses, dand even our
whirl-ourselves,
ev1hsh
we
and
torch
t·c
·
·
h
fu:
,
t wo each one of us h a d a g1gan 1
1
1
little distance apart · ·es. T e wo ves ~o ?nger appeare to move; it
b egan t PIace these . in a line? a .
under
round
and
round
was we who were circlmg
t· 1
d fl ·
th
f th
111 the direct1011 of the horses. th
from one another,
ose ousan ammg eyes, mo 1011 ess,
e gaze o
1·ttl
1 d th
t
f
·
t
b
'Id
Th
'-hT
fi
d
ht
·
f
'th
·
e
1
a
em
pace
s,
ago
We went back, ht more
eas s were
e WI
rig ene Xlv,y.
ontinued the line of fires until the g1armg wi
d
Y the spectators-they were the orchestra-we were
further, an_ so c
to surround ourselves, onl y th e ac t ors.
formed a circle large enough
.
.
f
t
k
.
.
,,, .
"
our horses and a sma11 th1c e o Jan11 as.
. Shut your eyes, everybody· , crie? BarleJo.
One thing which impressed us all a great deal,
was the way that the wolves would retreat to quite . We_ all star~ed 3:t th e gauchos voice-~e obey~d
him; 1t was high time, we were on the pomt of fail·
. t ance w h enever w e a pproached wi'th th e ima d1s
ing.
provised torGhes in our hands. The sight of the
The fascination had pa::sed; the charm was
fire evidently terrified them much more than the
discharge of our guns. Fire was, indeed, less mur- broken.
The wolves still whirled around us-still kept
derous than our weapons-in fact it was absolutely
eyes fixed upon us! it was evidently a maneuver
their
betfar
a
harmless to the wolves; but it constituted
ter safeguard for us. Consequently we began to feel to make us dizzy. Imitating our guide we flung some
a little hope again, and to consider our situation less burning brands into the middle of the pack.
Terrified, and howling louder than before under
desperate, although it was still anything but assuring. The whole question of life and death for us the bits of fire, the beasts of prey disbanded-their
could be summed up in the singe word, fire, and, howlings were no longer the same, they were criP.s
thanks to the plan of Barlejo, we could supply our- of fury and pain-they felt the game was lost-they
selves with fuel enough to keep our fires going until knew their prey would escape them.
Thanks to Barlejo_ we had triumphed over one
morning.
Then the scene in which we were performing so of the greatest dangers which threaten all travelers
bold enough to venture into the chanars of the
important a role became really fantastic.
T.e.rrified by the flames whose weird glare lent South: the vaaueano had saved our lives.

°
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FACTS W OR TH READING
RATTLESNAKE OIL $14.40 A POUND.
The market value of prime rattlesnake oil is
$14.40 a pound. That price was paid t o John
Blakemore of Color ado City, Tex., world's rattlesnake k ing, for eight pounds of oil. This quantity
wa s extracted from for ty-eight diamond backs, the
most poisonous of the species. San Angelo boasts
one of t he few rattlesnake oil markets in the wor ld.
CLOCK T AKES VACATI ON.
Morgan Johnson, a newspaper dist ributor of Middleport, 0 ., bought a clock in 1881. It ran along
ver y cheerfully until about nine years ago, when it
stopped stoc;:k still. No amount of persuasion would
start it again. The other day his sister Retta was
dusting when she happened to touch it, whereupon
it start ed off as vigorously as at first, and it has been
keeping good time and striking t he hours ever since.
MUST MUZZLE GEESE.
Alderman William McCart ney of Wilkes-Bar re,
Pa., has ordered William H. Bonn to muzzle a flock
f 200
·
d
h
·d
f
o
geese m or er t at res1 ents o the H eights
portion of this city be not annoyed by squawking
and cackling.
The decision was made after Bonn had been ar rested by Osborne Morgan on a charge of maintaining a nuisance. Morgan alleged that he was
kept awake nights by the noise of the eese.
g
A Iderman l\IcCartney agreed that geese h ave no
·
t
l'k
I
t
sense an d th ey are Jus. as 1 e y o squaw k an d
"murder sleep" at night as not. He decided that
.
f t·h
B onn mus t muzz le th e geese or d1spose
o
em.
JITNEY RIDES F OR H OBOE S.
Brownsville, Tex., is probably the only city in
t he Uniteg States operating a "hobo jitney."
Tramps and vagr ants no longer "h it the grit" or
"ride the rods" when leaving this town. Instead
they occupy a cushion seat in a flivver.
There is an or dinance against "h opping t rains,"
but the city a uthorities have observed that where
va gs are or dered out of town t hey walk only a
shor t dist ance and t hen come back. So to avoid
t em pting the trnmp:; to violate t he cit y ordinance
by catching "rattlers" and t o make certa in they
would be removed so far from the city that it would
be easier to ·walk to some other joint than Br ownsville, th e "hobo jitney" was inaugurated.
WHISKEY FROM BATHROOM.
When Federal officers went t o search for a still
thought to be operated by John Knox, according
to their testimony in t he case t r ied r ecently at Atlanta, Ga., thev were informed that they could not

sear ch one room because two small da ughters of
Knox were taking a bath.
They took up their stand outside of the house.
Becoming impatient over the manner in which the
small girls pr olonged their bath, one of the officers
went around the side of the house. There he found,
accor ding to his testimony, a stream of liquor issuing from the room in which the girls were supposed to be bathing.
They ordered a search of the room. The officers
st at ed tb at the gir ls were discovered busily engaged
in pour ing out several gallons of whiskey through
cracks in the floor. A search in the attic of the
house revealed the hiding place of: a new worm and
still.
FROZEN ON HUNTING TRIP.
The bodies of Otto Powell and his bride have been
found in the mountains after a search covering sever al weeks. On December 17 they left on a hunting
t r ip. They froze to dea th ·
The bodies were found on the Little Nisqually
River, not far from Mona, Wash., by W. D. Stone
of Puyallup, and· P. Parmenter , who . went into the
woods in search of the Powells.
Success in finding the Powells is due largely to a
collie dog owned by Stone. The bodies were found
within a shor t distance of the place where the
searching parties had given up the hunt_ and not far .
from the noonday camp that was established by the
p
' h l'ff t th ·
t·
· owe11s, on a h 1g
c1 a
e
10n of th e L'ttl
1 e
N"1
II R"
dM
C Junc
k
T
sqhua Y iyer atn
ontah refie ·
.
f
ey were no more an ve m1 1es rom camp
·
d.IS t ance of th e I_oggmg
·
an d a 1mos t WI·th·m h earmg
camps at Alder.
LETTING ELECTRICITY DO THE SCRUBBING.
The lat est recruit to the ranks of electric laborsaving . devices is a scrubbing machine. It weighs
about 100 pounds and is entirely self-contained with
the single exception that it takes its current from
any convenient socket. The machine wets, sweeps,
scrubs and dries the floor at a single operation. It
r equir es only a single attendant, who merely pushes
the machine forward and guides it. He controls the
amount of water distributed on the floor by means of
the handle. This water is immediately swept up
by a cylindrical brush which is 16 inches wide and
has a cir cµmf erence of 20 inches. This brush is
dr iven by a one-fourth horse-power motor at a speed
of 600 revolutions per minute. The br ush does the
actual· scrubbing and carries all of the dirt and
soiled water over an apron into a separate receiving
pan, so the scrubbing is always done with clean
water from the upper tank. The machine is said
to have a capacity of nearly 7,000 square feet of
surface per hour.
·

so
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INTERESTING ARTICI~ES
MONTANA'S BOBCAT INDUSTRY.
The .killing of bobcats for their pelts is becoming
something of an industry in the Bull Mountains,
wher e the cats are said to be unusually numerous
this year. The pe1ts are worth from $2.50 to $4
each, and shipments are regularly made to Eastern
fur houses.
GOLD IN THE STREETS.
Gold specimens worth $2 and $3 each were pickeu
up on a newly macadamized street in Grass Valley,
Cal., after a heavy rain. Dozens of miners spent
many hours in the search and nearly all were rewarded with finds of some value. The rock with
which the streets are macadamized came from mine
dumps and contains gold-bearing quartz.
DOG SAVES A WOMAN'S LIFE.
After lying paralyzed on the floor of her home in
the cold for twenty-four horse, Miss Marie Sherwood, 55 years old, of Patterson, N. Y., was savea
by the continual barkip.g of a dog from being frozen
to death. Her feet, it is feared, are both frozen.
Miss Sherwood suffered a stroke Friday morning shortly after getting her breakfast. She could
not move or shout for help. The fire went out in
the stove after several hours passed, and the woman
was slowly freezing when James Glenn, going
through the dooryard, heard the dog, hungry anct
thirsty, barking and w:hining. The dog yelped so
Glenn looked in the windows and saw Miss Sherwood lying as if dead on the floor. He summoned
Dr. Burt, who found the woman paralyzed and left
a nurse to care for her.

.

LACE GROWS ON TREES.
Lace vows on trees on the Isthmus of Panama,
and the trees grow wild in the swamps, Captain L.
W. Richards of the steamship Norwalk brought a
fine sample, not merely as a curiosity, but to induce
tests as to the probable utility of the plant or tree
in this section.
Wh~n the bark of the limbs is stripped there
are rolls of a filmy substance, of a texture very
much hke mosqmto netting. 'l'he size of these layers
'increases with the size of the tree, the largest being
about a foot in diameter. This fabric is strong and
can be sewn without tearing. The natives use the
stuff in making garments.
Captain Richards believes that by cultivation the
tree may become very valuable, and if the lace layers cannot be enlarged some process may be perfected by which they can be joined into a fabric
which will make the finest mosquito bar and may
even serve for summer rainment.

WED SEVENTY YEARS WITHOUT STRIFE.
J.P. Bentley, ninety years old, and his wife, Mrs.
Susan Fristoe Bentley, eighty-eight years of age,
were married seventy years ago and never had a
fuss. They recently celebrated their anniversary.
They live near Forest Green, Mo.
Mr. Bentley, who has lived all his life on his farm
and still runs the 600-acre t ract himself, is rated
one of the wealthiest men in Charlton County,
having amassed a fortune of between $75,000 and
$100,000.
Both he and his wife were bor n on adjoining
farms. When they were wed they agr eed that if
either became angry the other should take cognizance of it, and preserve an unruffled demeanor.
This, they say, is the secret of their smooth relations.
Nine children, five of whom are living, were born
·
to the union.
The Bentley farm descended to its present owner from his father, who obtained it from j the Government by grant in 1815.
SNUFF BAFFLES HOUNDS.
The habit of snuff taking undoubt edly helped
Private Peter Nelson of Vancouver to elude Teuton
bloodhounds, for when he skipped his camp in Germany and heard the baying of the hounds he threw
pinches of snuff about. This and the shelter of a
friendly wood enabled him to cover up his t races.
Nelson had been sent to camp not far from Muenster, where drainage operations were the staple
work.
He managed to elude the guar ds and got into a
wood near by where he could hear the dogs barking
and machine guns working. He threw snuff over
his footsteps and made so r apid a journey that next
morning at 6 :30 he found himself over the frontier,
the distance covered being almost thirty· miles. A:t
one point he almost ran into a sentry, but managed to avoid him without attracting undue riotice.
Having, as he believed, got into Holland, he inquired of a boy and found his surmise was correct.
That supposition was at first suggested by the fact
that two or three workmen were cycling to work
and that they were young men. In Germany there
would be no young men not in uniform. Two mounted police came along and asked Nelson if he was an
escaped prisoner, and within an hour he was before
an inspector. This time, however, the role of the
police was to liberate rather than jail their man,
and further, they gave him the best meal he had had
for over a year, together with money and a letter
to take him to the consul at Rotterdam. At the
pay office at Westminster he had the satisfaction
of drawing his pay for the entire period of his internment.
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BALANCING

BIRD,

It measures m o r e
than four lnche~ from
tip to tip of wings,
and will balance perfectly on the tip of
your fiuger nail, on
the point of a lead
pencil, o r o n an Y
poi n t e cl Instrument,
only the tip of tbe blll
resting on the nail or
pencil point, the whole
body of the 111 rd being suspended in the
air with nothing to rest on. It will not
fal! off unless shaken off. A great novelty.
Wo nderful amusing and instructive.
Price 10' cents, mailecl po stpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 " ' · 23d St., N . Y.
SEil!!F1''

BADGE.

With this badge attached to your coat or
vest you can show the
hoys that you are a
sheriff, and If they
don 't bebaYe themsclves yon might lock
them up. It is a beautiful nickel-pluted baclgc,
2¼ by 2 1,', inches In
size, with the werds
"Sheril'I'. 23. B)' II9ck"
in nickel letters on the face of It, with a pin
on the back for attaching It to your clothing. Send for one and have some fun w!Lb
the boys.
Price 15 cents, or s for 40 cents; sent by
mail, postpaid.
R. F. LANO, 1815 Centre

ft.,

B'klyn, N. Y,

SCIENTIFIC l\IlND READING

Wonderful! Startling! Sci·
entlfic I Yon band a friend
u handsome set of cards on
,_·hich are printed the nam.,s
,f the 28 United States Pres111ents. Ask him to secretly
select a name and hold the
card to his forehead and
Lhlnk of the name. Llk_e a
flasb comes the answer "Lincoln _Wash10gton " or whatever name be ls thrnklD:g of.
Th~ more you repeat it the more puzzllllg it
becomes. Wilh our outfit you cau do It anywhere, any time, with anybody. Startle
your friends. Do It at the n ext party or
at your club and be th e lion of the cv_enlng.
This was Invented by a famous magacwn.
Price, with complete set_ of card s a'?d full
instructions, 12 cents, mailed, postpaid .

Jl
•

C. BEHR, 150 \V, 62d Street, N. Y.

STEEL DISC GUN.

--· ··

This gun has a powerful
~tee!
spring,
wbtch shoots a disc
from mo to 200 feet
in the air. With each
g-un we send fifteen
tliscs, containing different sayings, a s
"Kiss me kiddo, nothing makes me sick,"
"My you' look good, lct·s get acquainted,"
"Put a clamper on your jaw tackle," ··1 lub
my yallN gal, but oh, you Chocolate Drops,"
"Sa v old man pay me them t\TO bits," etc.
Youn'g folks a;·e delighted with them. Each
gun packed In u box with 15 discs.
Price complete, 12 cents; 3 for 30 cents;
1 dozen, $1; sent by parcel post, prepaid.
Extra discs 4 cents per dozen.
WOLFF Novel ty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y,
DIAl\lOND

SQUIRT RING.
A handsome Gilt ring

set with a bri lliant, a
close imitation of a diamond . Connected with
the ring ls a small rubber ball filled w i t h
water, which is concealed In the palm of
your band.
As your
friend is admiring the
stone In your ring, a
gentle pressure on the
ball will throw a small
stream of water Into bis
face. '.!.'be ball can be
instan tly tilled by Immersing it in water,
wben you are ready for your next victim.
The ball Is entirely hidden In the palm of
your baud, and only tl!e ring i s seen.
Price 25 cents, by mall, postpaid.
C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d Street, N, Y.

Do You Like Real

fascinatino

plctu res,
b o o k s,
novelties, etc? We
nave the "niftiest"
out, just the kind
you have been look ing for. Send dime
for good full-size
samples and cata logue with nearly a
hundred
illustrations of heautlful
girls in "Bewitching Poses," e t c.
You'll want more
after seeing samples and catalogue.
WILLIAl\IS PUB. CO.,
4008-24 Indiana Ave,,
Chicago,

ru.

WIZARD REPEATING , LIQUID

Gu: rant ee d
stop the
most vk1ous dog (or
man) without permanent injury_ Perfectly safe to carr r
without danger
leakage, 1''lres and recharges by
pulling trigger.
Loads from any !lquld
No cartridges required.. Onr alx shots In
one loadl\111:. All dealers, or b:v mall. l'iOc.
Pistol with rubber-covered holster. 55c.
Holster separate. 10c.
Money order or
U S. stamps. No coins.
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TOBACCO
HABIT

A very interesting book bas been publlsbed on tobacco habit-how to conquer it
quickly and easily. It tells the dan gers of
excessive smoking. chewing, -snuff using etc
and explains how nervousness, irritability'
sleeplessness, weak eyes, stomach troubl es
nod numerous other disorders may be eliminated through stopping self- poison in g by
tobacco. The man who has written thi s
book wants to genuinely help all who have
become addicted to tobacco habit and says
there's no need to raffer that awful craving
or restlessness wblc!!I comes when one tries
to quit voluntnrlly. This is no mind-cure
or temperance sermon tract, but plain, common sense, clearly set forth. The anthor
wp1 send it free, postpaid, In plain wrapper.
" rite, giving name and full address-a
po stcard will do. Address Edward J. Woods,
228 X, Station E., New York City, Keep this
advertisement, it is likely to prove the_best
news you ever read in this Journal. 1lf

wlli

o!

PARKER, STEARNS & CO,
278 Geor1ria Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
2 to $000 EACH paid tor bundreda of
old Coins. Keep ALL money dated l>o•
fore 1895 and send TEN cents for New
Illustrated Coln Yalue Book, alze 4x7,
It may mean your Fortune. CLARKE
COIN Oo.. Box 95, Le Rny, N. Y.

$

THE l\IODERN DANCERS.

These dancers are set
In a gilt frame, the size
of our engravmg. By
lighting a match and
moving it in circular
form at the back they
can be mad\! to dance.
furiously, the beat from
the match w a r m 1 n g
them up. If you want
to see an up-to -date
tango dance send for
this pretty chum.
Price, 15 cents, or s
!or 40 cents. sent by mall, p ostpaid.
WOLJ,'J,' Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

right up close boys and
O! How 3tep
ee "The Hulu Malden" do
those
wJ.gg1.1.ng
llawallan
She Dan Ces'• dances
the.t will open your
~

eyes.
Absolutely the latest
and nlttlest novelty out. Simpie to ope rate, no match required. Send TWO dimes at
once tor mrhe Httlu Dancer"
and treat your friends to
aome r eal fun-but don't l et

your girl see It.
Agents
make big money; 3 rtor 60c
-$1.60 dozen.
Oriental Novelty Co., 400%-~0
Indiana Ave., Ohlcago.

- ------- - -

TRY BEFORE You BUY
No other concern will offer you such values or
such terms. Make

your choice from

44 styles

colors and sizes
in the famous
"Ranger'' line of bicycles
f.-eirlzt prepaid to your town .
Sent on aQProval for 80

DAYS' FREE TRIAL.

From our new 1917 catalog
sclcc!_~~ particala.r style
of RANGER bicycle
you desire. We pay return c h = if you decide not to keep it. You
get one month riding
test at our expense.
LOW FACTORY
PRICES direct to
yon from the largest,
oldest and most successful bicycle concern in the country.

ELECTRIC CIGAR CASE.

This handsome
cigar c a s e appears to be filled
with fine cigars.
If your f r i e n d
smokes ask h l m
to have a cigar
with you. As he
reaches out for
one the cigars,
llke a flash, instantly disappear
into the case entirely o u t o t
sight, greatly to
his surprise and
astonishment. You
can beg his pardon and state you
thought there were some cl.gars left in the
case. A s!lgbt pressure on sides of case
causes the cigars to disappear as if by
magic. By touching a wire at bottom of
case the cigars Instantly appear again in
their proper position in the case. As real
tobacco ls used they are sure to deceive
any one. It is one of the best practical
jokes of the season. A novelty with which
you can have lots of fun.
Price 35 cents, sent by parcel post, postpaid.
C. Dl!lHB, UO W. aid litua. lL 'L

TIRES ~:::la!.i

parts for all bicycles
at Ital/ usual prices.

Ask for copy 'Of the
Bank aireement.

Send No Money

but write today for this new ·
free catalog, also full particulars of new _?0-daj,free trial

ef/er. Do not buyantilyourcceiveit. WRITE NOW.

MEAD CYCLE COMPANY
Dept.H 188 Chicago

To the Wife of
One Who Drinks
I ha.ve an lmpart&nt confidential message
for you. It will come In a plain envelope.
How to conquer the liquor ha.bit In 3 daya
and make home happy. Wonderful, sate, lasting, reliable, Inexpensive method, guaranteed.
Write to Ed-w. J. Woods. 228 S, Station JI,
New Yotk. N. Y. Bh<>w thla to otl>ArJL

FUNNY KISSING GAME.
These cards, from No. 1 to No. 16, run
In rotation, but must be mixed and dealt,
a white one for a boy and a red one for a
girl. They are then read alternately, and
the questions and answers make funny
combinations. The right lady ls rewarded
with a kiss. A Tery funny game. Price,
five cents a pack by mall.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyu, N. Y,
THE PRIZE FORD JOKE,

Looks like a
story-book, b u t
it contains a cap
and a trigger.
The moment
y o u r innocent
friend opens the
book to read the
Interesting story
h e expects-Pop! Bang I The
explosion ls
bu t
harmless,
will make him
think the Ger·
mans are after
him.
Price 25 cents
each by mall,
postpaid,

Wolff' Novelty Co
168 W, 23d St.,
N. Y.

IJIIITATION BED BUGS.

This toy ls an exact Imitation of the
friendly little fellow who shares your bed,
eats out of your hand or leg and who accepts your bumble hospitality even without an Invitation. The fact that be also
Insists on Introducing all his frler-<s and
family circle, sometimes makes him most
unpopular with the ladles; most every
woman you know would have seven kinds
of fits if she saw two, or even one, of
these Imitations on h er bedspread. Six are
contained in a transparent envelope. Price,
lOc. by mail.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N, Y.
SOUVENilt SHOE THERMOMETER.

This is uu, prettiest and daintiest Uttle
article that we have ever seen. It consls~s of a miniature French shoe only 1¾
jncbes In length, to which Is attached a
perfect and thoucbly reliable tbermome·
ter. They are made in Paris by skilled
workmen, and the workmanship in every
detail ls simply perfect.
Ladles sometimes use them to attacl · to
embroidery work, and nothing could be
more suitable to present to a lady friend as
a mom en to. Besides being a practical thermometer It ts a perfect work or art. Price.
8c.; 4 for We. postpaid.
H, F. LANG, 18111 Centre St .. B'klyn, N. Y.
BUBBEB SUCKEB,

___

JllAGl(l PENCILS.

·.~
,:::.

r.21~ct

T.be working or this trick ls very eaBY,
most startling and mystifying. Gin the
case and three pencils to any one In your
audience with instructions to place any
pencil In the case point upward and to
cloqe case ~nd put the remaining two penYou now take the
cils 'n bis pocket.
case with the pencil In It and can tell
what color It ls. Directions bow to work
t.be trick with each set.
Price 25 cts. each by mall, postpaid.
Wolff' Novelty Ce., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

-

Rubber Vacuum Suckers

Dishes and
'l'be latest novelty out t
plates will stick to the table, cups to the
saucers like glue. Put one under a glass
and then try to lift It. You can't. Lots or
fun. , Always put It on a smooth surface
and wet the rubber. Many other tricks
can be accomplished with this novelty.
Price 12 cts. each by mall, postpaid.
FBANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

LITTLE RIP'S

T"":",-PINS

, pins and twe
In each set tllere are
bow ling balls, packed 111 a ueautifully orthese mlnia
ol
one
'rVlth
namented box.
ture sets you can play ten-pins on your
dining-room table just as well as the
game can be played In a regular alley.
!,]very, game Jwown to professional bowlers can be worked with these pins. Price,
10c. per box by mall, po s tpaid.
H. F, LANG, 1815 Centre St., il'ktyn, N. Y,
THE CREEPING MOUSE.

This is the latest novelty out. The mouse
When
is of a very natural appearance.
placed upon a mirror, wall, window or any
other smooth surface, It will creep slow Jy
downward without leaving the perpendicular surtace. lt is f urnisJ.led with an adhesive gum -roll underneath which makes
It stick. Very amusing to both young and
old. Price, ten cents by mail.
Wolll' Novelty Co., 168 W, 23d St., N. Y,
TRICK CIGARETTE BOX.

This oue is a corker I llet a box right
away, i1 you want to have a barrel of joy.
Here's the secret: It looks like an ordinary red box of Turkish cigarettes. But
it contains a trigger, under which you
place a paper cap. Offer your friend a
~moke aud he 1·ru.ses the lid of the lJox.
'.!:bat explodes the cap, and if you are
wise you will get out of sight with the
box before be gets over think"ing be wu
shot. l'rice loc., postpaid.
WolJf Novelty Co., 168 \V, 23d St., N. Y.

BINGO.
It is a little metal box. It looks nry
Innocent, but ls supplied with an ingenious
mechanism which shoots off a harmless
cap when It ls opened. You can have more
fun than a circus with this new trick.
Place the BINGO in or under any ot •r
1Uticle and It wllll go off when the a,, ,e
Is opened or removed. It can be useu as a
funny joke by being placed In a purse,
cigarette box, or between the leaves of a
magazine; also, under any movable article,
such as a book, tray, dish, etc. The BINGO
can also be used as a burglar alarm, as a
theft preventer by being placed in a
drawer, money till, or nuder a door or
window or under any article that would
be moved or disturbed should a theft be
attempted. Price, 150. each by mall, postpaid.
FRANK SllllTH, S8S Lenox Ave., N. Y,

READ THIS ONE!

"MovinU Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PHOTO PLAYS AND . PLAYERS

PRICE Ge PER COPY
aF"
..._
PRICE Ge PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
ENJOY YOURSELF!
BUY A COPY!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
OUT EVERY FRIDAY
32 PAGES OF READING
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS

New Portraits and Biographies of Actors and Actresses

Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Pror-:inent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writin~, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, J ,..kes, and every bnglit Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITILE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET!
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, and its special articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdea1'er, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number. you desire.

MOVING PICTURE STORIES, Inc., 168 West 23d Street, New York City

WILD W_EST WEEKLY
--LATESTISSUES732 Young Wild West's Cowboy Band; or, The '1:une They
Played In Deadwood.
733 Young Wild West's Indian Scout; or, Arletta and the Pawnee
l\Iaiden.
734 Young Wild West and the "Salted" Mine; or. The Double Game
for a Million.
735 Young wuo .Vest's "verland Ronte: or. The Masked Rani!
of Death Pass.
136 Young Wild West'B Iron Gr11>: or. Sett!.!.ig a Cowboy Fen/I.
737 Young Wild West·• Last Chance; or, Arlette's Narrow Escape.
738 Young Wild West and the Gold Grabbers: or. The Ftirbt for
the Widow's Claim.
739 Young Wild West and the Branded Band: or. The Scourir~
of Skeleton !':kit. .
140 Young Wild West's Double Oane-er: or. The Sle-n of the
Secret Seven .
. 741 Young Wild West and the Renegade Rustlers: or. Saved by
the Sorrel f':talllon.
742 Young Wild West's Fandango: or. Arletta Amon2 the Mexicans.
743 Young Wllrt West and the Double Deuce: or. Tbe Domino
Gang of Denver
744 Young Wild West on the Prairie; or. The 'l'rall That Had No
End.

745 Young Wild West and "Missouri M1ke": or. The Worst Man
In Wyoming.
746 Young Wlld West at tbe Golden Gate: or, A Business Trip t&
Frisco.
747 Young Wild West and the Redskin-Raiders: or. Arietta'&
Leap For Life.
748 Young Wild West's Cowboy Circus: ol-, Fun at the Mining·
Camp8.
For . sale by .all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on;
receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps.
NOTICE-The following numbers PRICE SIX CENTS.
749 Young Wild West At Pike's Peak; or, Arietta's Strange Dis-

appearance.
750 Young Wild West's Six Shots, and tbe Change They Made At
Dead Man's Mark.
751 Young Wild West At the ·Little Big Horn; or, The Last Stand
of the Cavalry.
7Ij~ "):ounir Wild V\7:es.t's BlJ? Bluff: or, Playing A Lone Hand .

I

~68 West 23d St .. N. Y.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACKr NUMBERS

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtain!ld from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

OUR T E .N - CENT
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful

uses of electricity ond electro magnetism; togetber with full instructions for making
Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George
Trebel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty IIlustrations.
No. 47.

IIOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND

DRIVE A HORSJ!;.-A complete treatise on
the horse. Describing tbe most useful horses
tor business, the best horses for the road;
also valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48.

HOW TO BUll'..D AND SAIL

No. 60.

HAND BOOKS

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOG-

RAPHER.-Containing useful information
regarding tbe Camera and how to work it;
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Hand·
somely illustrated.

HOW TO BECOME A WEST
No. 62.
POINT MILITARY CADET.-Expla.lns bow

to gain admittance, course of Study, Exa.winations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post Guard,
Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all
a boy should, k;now to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
No . . 63.

HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL

CA.l~OES.-A bandy book for boys, contain- CADET.- -Complete instructions of bow to
Ing full directions for constructing canoes gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadand tbe most popular manner of sailing emy. Also containing the course of instruction, description of grounds and buildings,
them. l?ully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rules historical sketch, and everything a boy
for conducting debates, outlines for debates, should know to become an officer in the
questions tor discussion, and the best United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No .. 6-i . HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
sources for pro curing information on the
llIACllINES.-Containlng full directions for
question given.
'-" No 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND malilng electrical machines, induction coils,
ANiirALS.- A valuable book, giving lnstruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
tions in collecting, preparing, mounting and by electricity, By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
illustrated.
preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-Tbe most
No. 51. now TO DO TRICKS WITH
original joke book ever published. and it is
the"
of
CARDS.- Containing ex-planations
general principles of sleight-of-band appli- brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
cable to card tricks; of card tricks with large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, tbe great wit, :jluof-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-band, morist, and practical joker of tbe day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conor the use of specially prepared cards. .Utainlng over three hundred interesting puz•.
lustrated.
and conundrums, with key to same. A
zles
CARDS.-Giv1ng
PLAY
No. 52. HOW TO
·
the rules and full directions for playing complete book. Fully 1llustrated.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
_No. 67.
Forty-Five,
Casino,
Cribbage,
Encbre,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction TRICKS.-Contalning 8 large collection of
Pitch, ·All Fours, and many other popular instructive and highly amusing electrical
tricks, _ together with illustrations. By A,
games of cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
HOW TO DO CHEMICAL
No. 68.
wonderful little book, telling you bow to
write t.o your sweetheart, your fatber1 moth- TRICKS.-Contalnlng over one hundred
er, sister, brother, employer; and, m fact, highly amusing and instructive tricks with_
everybody and anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely
illustrated.
to.
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF·
No. 69.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
HAND.-Containing over fifty of the latest
to
as
information
PETS.--Giving complete
the manner and method of raising, keeping, and best tricks used by magicians. Also
F 1
d · b
t f
th
I ·
taming, breeding. and managing all kinds
ul Y
e secre o secon s1g t.
of pets; also giving full instructions tor coots mng
Fully explained by iJlustra t ed.
making cages, etc.
TOYS.IIIAGIC
IIIAKE
TO
HOW
70
No.
.
twenty-eight Illustrations.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full directions !or making Magic
AND COINS.-Containlng valuable informs- Toys and devices of many kiQds. Fully iltlon regarding the collecting and arranging Justrated.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
Handsomely illusof stamps and coins.
TRICKS.-Contalnlng complete illust'ratlons
trated.
' No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
_
GINEER.-Contalning full instructions 'bow Fully lllustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
to become a locomotive engineer; also directlons for building a model locomotive; to- WITH C-ARDS.-Embraclng all of tbe latest
gether with a full description of everything and most deceptive card tricks, with Illustrations.
an engineer should know.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 10c. per copy,

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

.

No, 73.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH

NUIIIBERS.-Showiug many curious tricks
with figures and the magic of numbeH!. By
A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
No.

74,

HOW

TO

WRITE

LETTERS

CORRECTLY.-Containing full instructions.
for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition,
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER.

-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Diec
Embracing
Cups and Balls,> Hats, et_c.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES Dl'.

No. 77.

HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS-

No. 78.

HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.

No. 79.

HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.

THE JlAND.- Containing rules for telling
fortunes by tbe aid of lines of the hand, or
the secret of pal mis try. Also the secret of
telling future events by aid of moles, marks,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
WITH CARDS.-Containing deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement Fully illustrated.

- Containing a complete description of tbe
myster-ies of Magic and Sleight-of-hand, to gether with . many wonderful experiments.
lllustr,i.ted.
By A. Anderson.
--Containing complete instructions bow to
make up for various characters on tbe stage;
together with tbe duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAllrS' JOKE BOOR.-

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-four pages; bandsom., ,
colored rover, containing a half-tone photo
of the author.
No. 81. HOW TO MESi\lERIZE.:...contald lng the most approved method of mesmerism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., atlI
tbor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALl\IISTRY.-Con-

talnlng tbe most approved methods of reading tbe lines on tbe band, together with a
full explanation of their meaning. Also expJaining phrenology, and the key of telling
characters by the bumps on the bead. By
Leo Hugo Koo.b., A.C.S. Fully illustrated.
No. 83.

HO.W TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contaln-

lng valuable and instructive 1ntormation regarding the science of hypnotism. Also ex. plaining the most approved methods which
-are employed by tbe leading hypnotists of
tbe world. By Leo Hugo Koch, _A.C.S.
No. 84. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOR,
-Containing information regarding choice
of subjects, tbe use of words and the man ner of preparing and submitting manuscripts. Also containing valuable Information ne to the neatness, lee1bllity and general composition of manuscripts.
or 3 for !lfic., In money or postage stem ps, by

168 .West 23d St., N. Y.

